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Abstract
Gualandi, Hugo Musso ; Ierusalimschy, Roberto . Typing Dynamic
Languages – a Review. Rio de Janeiro, 2015. 90p. MSc. Dissertation
– Departamento de Informática , PUC-Rio.
Programming languages have traditionally been classified as either statically typed or dynamically typed, the latter often being known as scripting
languages. Dynamically typed languages are very popular for writing smaller
programs, a setting where ease of use and flexibility of the language are highly
valued. However, with time, small scripts tend to evolve into large systems
and the flexibility of the dynamic language may become a source of program
defects. For these larger systems, static typing, which offers compile-time
error detection, improved documentation and optimization opportunities, becomes more attractive. Since rewriting the whole system in a statically typed
language is not ideal from a software engineering point of view, investigating
ways of adding static types to existing dynamically typed programs has been
a thriving research area. In this work, we present a historical overview of this
research. We focus on general approaches that apply to multiple programming languages, such as the Type Hints of Common LISP, the Soft Typing of
Fagan et al and the Gradual Typing of Siek et al, contrasting these different
solutions from a modern perspective.
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Resumo
Gualandi, Hugo Musso ; Ierusalimschy, Roberto . Tipando Linguagens
Dinâmicas – uma Revisão. Rio de Janeiro, 2015. 90p. Dissertação de
Mestrado – Departamento de Informática , PUC-Rio.
Linguagens de programação tem tradicionalmente sido classificadas como
estaticamente tipadas ou dinamicamente tipadas, estas últimas também
sendo conhecidas como linguagens de scripting. Linguagens com tipagem
dinâmica são bastante populares para a escrita de programas menores, um
cenário onde a facilidade de uso e flexibilidade da linguagem são altamente
valorizados. No entanto, com o passar do tempo, pequenos scripts podem
se tornar grandes sistemas e a flexibilidade da linguagem pode passar a ser
uma fonte de defeitos no programa. Para estes sistemas maiores, a tipagem
estática, que oferece detecção de erros em tempo de compilação, melhor documentação e oportunidades de otimização, passa a ser mais atrativa. Como
reescrever todo o sistema em uma linguagem estática não é ideal do ponto de
um vista da engenharia de software, encontrar formas de adicionar tipos estáticos em programas dinamicamente tipados já existentes tem sido uma área
de pesquisa bem rica. Nesse trabalho, nós apresentamos uma perspectiva
histórica dessa pesquisa. Nos focamos em abordagens que não são específicas para uma única linguagem de programação, como as Type Hints de
Common LISP, o Soft Typing de Fagan et al e o Gradual Typing de Siek et al,
contrastando essas diferentes soluções a partir de uma perspectiva moderna.

Palavras-chave

Linguagens dinâmicas; Sistemas de tipos
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All is fair in love and war, even trying to add a static
type system in a dynamically-typed programming
language.
Lindahl \& Sagonas
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1 Introduction
Historically, programming languages have been classified as either staticallytyped or dynamically-typed . The simplicity and flexibility of dynamic languages makes them popular for writing prototypes and other small scripts.
However, as programs grow larger, maintenance and debugging costs increase, which causes type systems and other forms of static program analysis
to become more appealing. Unfortunately, converting an existing untyped
program into a statically-typed one usually means rewriting the program in a
completely different programming language, which is a costly undertaking.
This begs the question: Is it possible to make the transition from a dynamic program to a static one easier, therefore allowing the programmer to
simultaneously benefit from the flexibility of dynamic languages and the
static guarantees of typed ones?
There is a vast literature on this topic, ranging from developing static type
systems that are expressive enough to reason about common dynamic idioms
to ways of embedding dynamically-typed programs inside statically-typed
ones. In this work we focus on the problem of adding a static type system to
a dynamically typed language and we aim to provide an overview of some
of the most important techniques used to achieve this goal.
In Section 1.1 and Section 1.2 we start by motivating the combination of
static and dynamic typing. Why should we bother with combining them
instead of just sticking to one or the other from the start? In Chapter 2 we
present a quick review of type systems and programming language theory.
In addition to clarifying the notation that we will be using throughout this
text, we also formally describe what it means for a programming language to
be statically-typed or dynamically-typed. Chapter 3 reviews the type system
theory behind some type system features that do not affect the evaluation
semantics of the underlying programming language. These techniques are
used to make type systems more expressive and many of them are commonly
used in type systems for dynamic languages. While we cannot give a comprehensive review of all the type systems for dynamic languages, we can
describe some of the more common features among them.
After the theory chapters we move on to presenting some of the major
branches of type systems for dynamic languages. Chapter 4 is about Soft
Typing, a form of static analysis for dynamic languages that is based around
automatic type inference. In Chapter 5 we present the optional type declarations of Common LISP, which was one of the first dynamic languages to
allow optional type annotations. In Chapter 6 we discuss Gradual Typing,
which is a way to create programs that are divided into typed and untyped
regions in a way that prevents the untyped parts from violating the static
guarantees given by the statically-typed parts. Finally, in Chapter 7, we cover
Optional Typing, which is what happens when a type system has optional
type annotations that do not affect the runtime semantics of programs.
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The Advantages of Static Typing

Despite the great variety of existing type systems, even in the dynamic typing
literature there is a lot of agreement over what are the main benefits of static
typing. Some of the benefits that are mentioned most often are the following:
Early detection of programmer errors
Like any other form of static program analysis, type systems can detect
program errors at compile time, without having to execute the program.
This early detection can shorten the software development cycle, and allows
programmers to be bolder while refactoring code. For example, if the interface
of a subroutine is changed by adding an additional input argument, a type
system can help the programmer by pointing out all the call sites that need
to be updated to pass the additional parameter.
Another general characteristic of static analysis when it comes to error
detection is that it does not depend on the program input. This is in contrast
to runtime testing, which offers no guarantees about how the program will
behave on the untested inputs.
Documentation and abstraction
Even in programming languages without a formal type system, it is common to use a type-based vocabulary to informally describe the contents of
variables, subroutine inputs and outputs, module APIs and other interfaces.
For example, in the Javascript documentation generator JSDoc [1] can parse
type annotations inside comments and these type annotations can use a rich
vocabulary including primitive types, union types and object types. This is
despite the fact that the annotations are purely used for documentation and
are completely ignored when the program is actually executed.
While these informal types are already useful, types can really shine when
they are automatically checked by the computer, which can guarantee that the
type declarations are always kept up to date. Information inside comments
can easily become outdated after the program code next to goes through a
rewrite.
External tooling
Types and type declarations are a form of metadata that can be used by a
variety of tools other than the type checker. One of the most visible examples
of this is how many text editors use type information to power autocompletion
functionality and other forms of inline documentation.
Another interesting examples is the Hoogle [2] tool for the Haskell language, which can search though large APIs to find all functions that match a
given type. This allows the programmer to find the function he wants based
on the types of its inputs and outputs, even if he does not remember its name.

Chapter 1. Introduction
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Efficiency
Type information can also allow the compiler to perform program optimizations or to allocate memory more efficiently. For example, compile-time type
information can allow the compiled program to use untagged representations
for data and avoid the branching operations that typically accompany tag
tests in dynamic languages.

1.2

The Advantages of Dynamic Typing

The main advantage of dynamic languages is that they tend to be simpler
and more flexible than static languages. Unfortunately, dynamic typing isn’t
formally defined like static typing is so most of the points that we list here as
advantages of dynamic typing may be seen as disadvantages of a static type
system.
Expressivity
As we will discuss in Section 2.5, any type system must be conservative and
reject some well-behaved programs, which would execute without runtime
errors if not for the type checker disallowing them from running at all. This
is not just a theoretical limitation because many programming patterns that
are possible to write in dynamic languages may require explicit support from
the type system to be used in a static language.
For example, writing a type-generic data structure in a dynamic language
is just a matter of writing code that does not directly inspect the elements
stored in the data structure. On the other hand, in a static language its
impossible to do the same unless the type system has been designed to
support type polymorphism. Additionally, in Chapter 3 we also list more
type system features that are meant to allow static languages to express
programming patterns that come “for free” in dynamic languages.
Complexity and learning curve
One positive characteristic of dynamic languages is that the programmer
only has to be aware of the language features that he is actually using in his
program, which may not be the case in a statically-typed language this might
not be the case. Firstly, if the language has type inference then the inferred
types might contain types that the programmer did not expect. Secondly,
type system features interact in complex ways and adding a new feature
to the type system may result in incidental complexity on top of existing
features. For example, type systems mixing parametric polymorphism and
subtyping must deal with variance issues which don’t exist in type systems
without both features.
Prototypes and other small programs
Dynamically-typed scripting languages [3] have proven themselves to be extremely popular for writing short disposable programs and prototypes. This
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is party due to their simplicity and ease of embedding but also because in
these problems domains static typing is not as beneficial. For short scripts that
are constantly being changed flexibility is at a premium an runtime efficiency
tends to not be as important. Additionally, there is less need for compile-time
error detection when programs are small and easy to understand.
Heterogeneous data structures
In statically-typed language, the only way to package heterogeneous data
into a single list is to homogenize it by using variant records. In a dynamic
language, this is not necessary, since all values are already internally tagged.
This means that dynamic languages are naturally suited for manipulating
heterogeneous data structures, such as the following JSON [4] document:
{
”name”:{
”first”: ”John”,
”last”: ”Smith”
},
”age”: 25
}
In Javascript we can take advantage of the structure of JSON being similar
to the structure of Javascript’s (dynamically-typed) objects. For example, we
can obtain John Smith’s full name as follows:
var p = JSON.parse(...);
p.name.first + ” ” + p.name.last
The equivalent program in a statically typed language would be more verbose.
For example, the same operation in Java might require the programmer to
explicitly mention the type of every field [5].
JSONObject p = new JSONObject(...);
p.getJSONObject(”name”).getString(”first”) + ” ”
+ p.getJSONObject(”name”).getString(”last”)
Introspection
Dynamic languages make it easy to access type information at runtime. One
example where this is useful is for generic traversal of data structures. For
instance, the following Lua function performs a deep copy of its input, which
can be a value of any type.
function clone(obj)
if type(obj) == ”table” then
local copy = {}
for k,v in pairs(obj) do
copy[k] = clone(v)
end
return copy
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else
return obj
end
end
In a static language, it is harder to write these generic functions and the
programmer may have to resort to creating a separate copy function for each
input type, perhaps via some metaprogramming system [6].
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2 Lambda Calculus and Type Systems
One common technique in the study of programming languages is to translate
a larger language that we are interested in studying into a smaller core language
that is easier to reason about. We will be using variations of Church’s λcalculus as the core language for many of the languages and type systems
that we survey so in this chapter we provide a short will review the necessary
concepts from the λ-calculus that we will use. This material on the lambda
calculus and type theory is already covered in most introductory books
on programming languages or type systems, such as Pierce’s Types and
Programming Languages [7] and the main reason we present it here is to
clarify the notation we will be using. We also take the opportunity to view
dynamic typing in a more formal type-theoretic setting.

2.1

The Pure Lambda Calculus

The pure λ-calculus is the simplest version of the λ-calculus and is the foundation we will use when we define our own programming languages in this text.
It is an untyped functional programming language where all computation is
represented as a combination of function definitions and applications.
The λ-calculus consists of two parts. Firstly, it has a syntax that specifies
the language of λ-calculus programs. Secondly, it has a set of rules that
describe the computational process of reducing λ-terms into other λ-terms.
In Fig. 1 we present the syntax for the pure λ-calculus and a pair of operational
semantics for it. We will explain these in detail in the subsections that follow.

2.1.1

Syntax

Expressions in the pure λ-calculus (also known as λ-terms) come in three
varieties:
1. Variables, represented by letters such as 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧.
2. Lambda abstractions (also known as functions) are written λ𝑥. 𝑒 and
abstract over a sub-expression 𝑒 by parameterizing it over the variable
𝑥.
3. Function applications, written (𝑒1 𝑒2 ), represent the use of a function
abstraction.
To avoid excessive nesting of parenthesis, it is customary to treat function
application as a left-associative operation, with (𝑥 𝑦 𝑧) being equivalent to
((𝑥 𝑦) 𝑧). It is also common to omit lambdas from nested function definitions.
For instance, we can write λ𝑥 𝑦.𝑒 instead of λ𝑥. λ𝑦. 𝑒.
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Syntax
Variable
Expression

𝑥
𝑒

::= 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, …
::= 𝑥 | λ𝑥. 𝑒 | (𝑒1 𝑒2 )

Free Variables 𝐹𝑉(𝑒)
𝐹𝑉(𝑥) = {𝑥}
𝐹𝑉(λ𝑥. 𝑒) = 𝐹𝑉(𝑒) − {𝑥}
𝐹𝑉((𝑒1 𝑒2 )) = 𝐹𝑉(𝑒1 ) ∪ 𝐹𝑉(𝑒2 )
Variable substitution 𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣]
𝑥[𝑥 ← 𝑣] = 𝑣
𝑦[𝑥 ← 𝑣] = 𝑦
(λ𝑥. 𝑒)[𝑥 ← 𝑣] = (λ𝑥. 𝑒)
(λ𝑦. 𝑒)[𝑥 ← 𝑣] = (λ𝑦. 𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣])
(𝑒1 𝑒2 )[𝑥 ← 𝑣] = (𝑒1 [𝑥 ← 𝑣] 𝑒2 [𝑥 ← 𝑣])

if 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦
if 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦 and 𝑦 ∉ 𝐹𝑉(𝑣)

Irreducible expressions
Value 𝑣

::=

λ𝑥. 𝑒

Reduction contexts
𝐶

∶∶=

[ ] | (𝐶 𝑒) | (𝑣 𝐶)

Single-step reduction 𝑒 ⟼ 𝑒
𝐶[((λ𝑥. 𝑒) 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣]]
Multi-step reduction 𝑒 ⟼∗ 𝑒
⟼∗ is the transitive and reflexive closure of ⟼
Big-step call-by-value semantics 𝑒 ⇓ 𝑣
val

𝑣⇓𝑣

app

𝑒1 ⇓ λ𝑥. 𝑒3

𝑒2 ⇓ 𝑣

𝑒3 [𝑥 ← 𝑣] ⇓ 𝑣′

(𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ⇓ 𝑣′
Figure 1 – The pure λ-calculus

(app)
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Variable Bindings

Each λ-abstraction introduces a new variable name and that name can be
used anywhere inside the body of the λ-abstraction. Variables without an
outer function binding their name are known as free variables. Conversely,
variables that have an outer function definition introducing their name are
known as bound variables. If there are two nested functions defining variables
with the same name, the inner function has priority and the inner definition
shadows the name from the outer scope. Bound variables can be renamed
without changing the meaning of the program.
Let expressions
Function abstractions are the only mechanism for naming things in the pure
λ-calculus. However, in many situations the following let-expression syntax
is more readable:
(let 𝑥 = 𝑒1 in 𝑒2 ) ≝ ((λ𝑥. 𝑒2 ) 𝑒1 )
In some typed λ-calculi, such as the polymorphic calculus of Section 3.2 these
let-expressions are given special meaning but usually they can be considered
as syntactic sugar for function applications.

2.1.3

Evaluation

The fundamental operation in the pure λ-calculus is function application.
Terms of the form ((λ𝑥. 𝑒) 𝑣) are known as reducible terms or redexes and
can be reduced to the term 𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣], which is the body of the function
abstraction with the argument 𝑣 substituted for all instances of the parameter
𝑥. This rewrite is called β-reduction and is described formally in Fig. 1. If
the parameter 𝑣 contains free variables and the body of the function λ𝑥. 𝑒
contains variable definitions with the same name as the free variables in 𝑣
then the variables inside the function must be renamed to avoid capturing
the free variables in 𝑣.
Evaluating a λ-term consists of performing β-reductions in sequence until
no more reductions can be performed. This reduction process can continue
forever or it can result in a final term, which is called a normal form. An
evaluation strategy determines what redexes in the program can be reduced
and in what order they are reduced. In this text, all the languages that we
mention will use the call-by-value evaluation strategy, which is used by the
vast majority of “real world” programming languages.
In a call-by-value setting, there is a strict and deterministic evaluation
order. A redex can only be reduced if it is an outermost redex that is not
located inside any λ-abstractions and if the argument to the function application has been fully reduced to a value, which is a normal form that is not a
free variable. In the pure λ-calculus the only values are λ-abstractions but in
more complex calculi values can also be booleans, numbers, strings, and so
on. We will describe the call-by-value evaluation order more precisely when
we describe the small-step and big-step semantics for the λ-calculus.
Under the call-by-value strategy, a normal form can be either a value
or a non-value term. If the evaluation terminates with a non-value normal
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((λ𝑥. 𝑒) 𝑣) ⟼ 𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣]
(𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ⟼ (𝑒1′ 𝑒2 )
(𝑣 𝑒2 ) ⟼ (𝑣 𝑒2′ )

if 𝑒1 ⟼ 𝑒1′
if 𝑒2 ⟼ 𝑒2′

(app)
(left)
(right)

Figure 2 – Single-step reduction rules for the λ-calculus
form we say that it has gotten stuck. In the pure λ-calculus, the only way a
term can be stuck is if it contains free variables. For example, the function
application (𝑥 𝑦) cannot be evaluated any further if 𝑥 and 𝑦 are free. However,
this kind of stuck term is not very interesting because we could restrict
evaluation to terms with no free variables (which are called closed terms) or
just provide semantic meaning to free variables (perhaps by treating them
as global constants). However, in richer lambda-calculi with more primitive
types (integers, booleans, etc) or operations (other than function application)
there might be other kinds of terms that can get stuck. One of the larger
questions one can ask about a language semantics or type system is whether
it is possible for programs to get stuck. Getting stuck means that the program
evaluation reached a point where the way to proceed is undefined. In practical
programming languages, this sort of undefined behavior often manifests as
memory violations and other dangerous or unpredictable behavior.

2.1.4

Small-Step semantics

One way to more precisely describe the semantics of a λ-calculus program is
via a small-step semantics [8; 9]. The fundamental element in a small-step
semantics is the single-step reduction relation 𝑒1 ⟼ 𝑒2 , which means that the
λ-term 𝑒1 reduces to the term 𝑒2 in a single step. In a call-by-value evaluation
order the ⟼ relation is a partial function. The evaluation is deterministic so
either an expression 𝑒1 has exactly one image 𝑒2 or it has no images, due to it
being a fully-reduced value or stuck term. Multi-step evaluation is denoted
by ⟼∗ and is defined to be the transitive and reflexive closure of ⟼. In
other words, 𝑒1 ⟼∗ 𝑒2 if and only if 𝑒1 reduces to 𝑒2 in zero or more steps.
The most direct way to define the ⟼ relation for the pure call-by-value
λ-calculus is via the evaluation rules in Fig. 2. Rule app is the β-reduction
transformation with the restriction that the argument has already been fully
reduced to a value. The remaining rules describe where reductions can
occur in a λ-expression. The presence of the left and right rules and the
absence of other rules permitting evaluation inside of λ-abstractions results
in a call-by-value evaluation order.
The reduction-context notation
Out of the three rules in Fig. 2 that we used to describe the ⟼ relation,
only the app rule is actually doing interesting computations. The remaining
rules are there to specify which redexes in the program can be reduced. For
more complex extensions of the λ-calculus, it can be clearer to separate the
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computational reduction rules from these order of evaluation rules and one
way to do that is via Felleisen and Hieb’s reduction-context notation [10].
A reduction-context 𝐶 represents the part of the λ-term that surrounds a
redex that can be β-reduced. A reduction context is either a hole (denoted by
[]) or λ-term with a “hole” in it, with some additional restrictions to ensure
the correct evaluation order. In the pure λ-calculus with a left-to-right callby-value evaluation order, holes can appear either in the left operand of an
application or in the right operand of an application after the left operand
has already been fully reduced to a value:
𝐶 ∶∶= [ ] | (𝐶 𝑒) | (𝑣 𝐶)
We denote by 𝐶[𝑒] the operation of “filling in” the hole in a reduction context
with the λ-term 𝑒. This notation allows us to write a full description of the
reduction semantics of the pure λ-calculus using a single rule:
𝐶[((λ𝑥. 𝑒) 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣]]

2.1.5

(app)

Big-Step Semantics

While small-step semantics describe the runtime behavior of programs by describing each step of the program evaluation, big-step semantics [11], describe
the behavior of programs by directly describing what value a term evaluates
to. The central part of a big-step semantics is a relation 𝑒 ⇓ 𝑣 that relates
expressions in the λ-calculus to the value to which they evaluate. In the pure
λ-calculus, this relation is a partial function: Evaluation is deterministic but
for some terms it does not terminate or might get stuck.
One way to define the ⇓ relation for the call-by-value λ-calculus is via the
following rules:
val

𝑣⇓𝑣

app

𝑒1 ⇓ λ𝑥. 𝑒3

𝑒2 ⇓ 𝑣

𝑒3 [𝑥 ← 𝑣] ⇓ 𝑣′

(𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ⇓ 𝑣′

The way to read these evaluation rules is that if all the judgments on top
of the bar are valid then the judgment under the bar is valid. The val rule
specifies that function abstractions evaluate to themselves and the app rule
describes how to evaluate an application after the left and right operands
have been evaluated.
Big-step semantics are good for writing proofs that care about the final
value that an expression evaluates to but they cannot distinguish between
evaluation that does not terminate and evaluation that gets stuck in a nonvalue. While it is possible to extend a big-step semantics with co-inductive
rules that can reason about non-termination [12], in this text we will use a
small-step semantic whenever we have to reason about non-termination.

2.2

Additional Datatypes and Soundness

Until now, the only values in the λ-calculus that we presented are function
abstractions. In this section we will show how to extend the λ-calculus with
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additional primitive datatypes, which will introduce the problem of runtime
type errors, a central problem to the discussion on type systems and dynamic
languages.
For simplicity, we start by restricting ourselves to extending the pure
λ-calculus with the simplest datatype: the null datatype, which contains a
single value, also called null. In the type-theory literature this type is usually
called unit but we prefer the null name because it is a more familiar name
in a dynamic language setting. Anyway, we will call this extended calculus
λnull . As is shown in Fig. 3, the null type does not have any operations
associated with it so the language semantics of λnull contains exactly the
same evaluation rules as the pure λ-calculus. The only change between them
is the addition of null as a valid term and that the set of irreducible values
now includes null in addition to function abstractions.
This latter change in the set of irreducible values has a big consequence,
however, which is why we say that the λnull calculus is incomplete. It is now
possible for the evaluation of a λ-term to get stuck on a non-value if a null
value appears as the left operand of a function application.
Similar problems occur if we add any other datatype to the pure λ-calculus.
null is just the simplest possible case. For example, had we added a datatype
for booleans we would also have created the possibility of function applications getting stuck due to receiving a boolean where a function was expected
or if a function were passed as the conditional of an if-then-else expression.

2.2.1

Soundness

In real-world programming languages, undefined behavior due to stuck
terms can be a source of unpredictable program behavior, such as buffer
overflows and segmentation faults, which can lead to serious bugs. It is
therefore highly desirable for a programming language to not allow any
instances of such undefined behavior. This is known as soundness. In a sound
programming language, evaluating a program either terminates with a value
or enters an infinite loop – it never gets stuck.
There are two major approaches for making programming languages
sound. In Section 2.3 we present the approach taken in dynamic languages,
which is to assign a meaning to all the previously stuck terms. This is what
is done in dynamic languages. In Section 2.4 we cover the approach of
statically-typed languages, which use a static type system to restrict the set of
programs that can be executed to only the programs that can be guaranteed
at compile-time that they will never get stuck.

2.3

A Dynamically-Typed Lambda Calculus

Dynamically-typed languages use runtime checks to detect “stuck” terms and
assign an appropriate meaning to them. The simplest way to avoid having to
deal with stuck terms is to cleanly abort the program execution by raising
an exception. In this section we will present an example of this approach,
the λdyn calculus, a dynamically-typed version of the λnull calculus from
Section 2.2.
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Syntax
Variable
Function
Null
Expression

𝑥
𝑓
𝑒

::= 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, …
::= λ𝑥. 𝑒
::= null
::= 𝑥 | 𝑓 | null | (𝑒1 𝑒2 )

Irreducible expressions
Value 𝑣

::=

𝑓 | null

Reduction contexts
𝐶

∶∶=

[ ] | (𝐶 𝑒) | (𝑣 𝐶)

Single-step reduction 𝑒 ⟼ 𝑒
𝐶[((λ𝑥. 𝑒) 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣]]

(app)

Figure 3 – An incomplete λ-calculus with null (λnull )

2.3.1

Semantics of λdyn

The λdyn calculus and its semantics are described fully in Fig. 4. The main difference compared to the λnull calculus is the introduction of the not-a-function
exception. Instead of program evaluation always resulting in a value, it
can now result in either a value or an exception, which is reflected in the
codomains of the ⟼ and ⟼∗ partial functions.
The app-err rule deals with runtime errors. If at any point the evaluation
encounters a function application that would have gotten stuck in λnull , the
evaluation immediately aborts with a not-a-function exception.
From a type systems point of view, the distinctive feature of λdyn is that it
is a sound programming language. Evaluation never gets stuck because the
exception-handling rules now assign a meaning to all the terms that would
have gotten stuck in the λnull calculus.

2.3.2

Weak Typing

Raising a runtime exception when an operation receives inputs of an inappropriate type is the most direct way to create a sound dynamic language.
However, another possibility is to assign some non-error meaning to the
ill-typed terms, perhaps by coercing the inputs to a different type. These coercions blur the distinction between the different types and many programmers
refer to the resulting language as a weakly-typed language.
One example of weak typing in a dynamic language is how in the PHP
language the arithmetic operators coerce string inputs to numbers. [13]. For
example, the PHP expression ”1a”+”2b” evaluates to the number 3 because
the addition converts its inputs to numbers and the conversion from strings
to numbers ignores all characters after the initial numeric prefix. These
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Syntax
Variable
Function
Null
Expression

𝑥
𝑓
𝑒

::= 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, …
::= λ𝑥. 𝑒
::= null
::= 𝑥 | 𝑓 | null | (𝑒1 𝑒2 )

Irreducible expressions
Value
Error
Result

𝑣 ::=
Ω ::=
𝑟 ::=

null | 𝑓
not-a-function
𝑣|Ω

Reduction contexts
𝐶

∶∶=

[ ] | (𝐶 𝑒) | (𝑣 𝐶)

Single-step reduction 𝑒 ⟼ (𝑒 ∪ Ω)
𝐶[((λ𝑥. 𝑒) 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣]]
𝐶[(𝑣1 𝑣2 )] ⟼ not-a-function

if 𝑣1 ∉ Function

(app)
(app-err)

Figure 4 – The dynamically-typed λ-calculus with null (λdyn )
permissive coercions can sometimes “swallow” programmer errors and hide
the true source of bugs by preventing or delaying desirable exceptions from
being raised.
What this all means is that the soundness of a programming language
is a relative thing. If we follow the definition to the letter, PHP is a sound
programming language where programs never get stuck. However, if a
programmer finds that one of the implicit coercions is a common source
of bugs than that coercion can end up being as undesirable as undefined
behavior would have been.

2.4

Simple Types

In this section, we introduce the simply-typed λ-calculus (λ→ ) and its type
system. The type system for the simply-typed λ-calculus is one of the simplest type systems and it is used as a building block for many other more
advanced type systems. It is also a good starting place to introduce type
system terminology.

2.4.1

Syntax and Semantics

The syntax and semantics for λ→ are practically the same as the syntax and
semantics for the λnull calculus. The only difference is that the parameters in
function abstractions now carry explicit type annotations in order to simplify
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Type Syntax
Type 𝜏

::=

null | 𝜏1 → 𝜏2

Typing rules Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏
var

lam

Γ(𝑥) = 𝜏

null

Γ⊢𝑥∶𝜏

Γ ⊢ null ∶ null

Γ[𝑥 ← 𝜏1 ] ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏2
Γ ⊢ (λ𝑥 ∶ 𝜏1 . 𝑒) ∶ (𝜏1 → 𝜏2 )

app

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ (𝜏 → 𝜏 ′ )

Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝜏 ′
Figure 5 – The type system of the simply-typed lambda calculus with null
(λ→ )
the type checking process. In a later section we will cover type inference, which
allows these annotations to be omitted.

2.4.2

Types

Informally, the type of an expression is a computable superset of the set of
values the expression may evaluate to. A type system consists of a definition
of what the types can be and a set of rules for computing the type of each
expression in a given program.
We show the type system for λ→ in Fig. 5. A type can be either a ground
type (which in our simplified system can only mean the null type) or a
function type (𝜏1 → 𝜏2 ), for functions that take inputs of type 𝜏1 and return
values of type 𝜏2 .
A λ→ program is considered well-typed if it is possible to assign types to
each of its sub expressions in a way that respects the typing rules shown
in Fig. 5. The typing rules use type environments Γ, which map the names
of variables in scope to their types. Γ(𝑥) is the type of variable 𝑥 in the
environment Γ and Γ[𝑥 ← 𝜏] is the environment obtained by extending the
environment Γ with a variable 𝑥 of type 𝜏. Typing judgments take the form
Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏 and mean that in a type environment Γ the expression 𝑒 has type 𝜏.
Examples
First, let us show an example of an well-typed program. Consider the following program:
((λ𝑥 ∶ null . 𝑥) null)
This program is well typed and can be assigned the type null, as is shown by
the following type derivation tree:
{𝑥 ∶ null} ⊢ 𝑥 ∶ null

var

{} ⊢ (λ𝑥 ∶ null . 𝑥) ∶ (null → null)

lam

{} ⊢ null ∶ null

{} ⊢ ((λ𝑥 ∶ null . 𝑥) true) ∶ null

null
app
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For an example of a program that cannot be typed in the λ→ calculus consider
the following:
(null null)
This program cannot be assigned a type because the only rule that applies
to function applications is the app rule and that rule cannot be used for this
program because it requires the left operand to have a function type and null
is not a function.

2.4.3

Soundness

It is not a coincidence that the expression (null null) is ill-typed, as the type
system for the simply-typed λ-calculus was designed to be sound. All terms
that get stuck during evaluation are ill-typed or, as the popular saying goes,
well-typed programs do not go wrong (get stuck).
For the dynamically-typed λ-calculus in Section 2.3 it was easy to directly
prove the soundness of the language. For languages with multiple types,
such as λ→ , this process is slightly more complicated. Soundness is usually
proved in two steps, by showing that the language has the progress property
and the preservation property:
Definition (Progress). A well-typed expression 𝑒1 is either a fully reduced
value or it can be further reduced to another expression 𝑒2 . The evaluation
does not get immediately stuck.
Definition (Preservation). If a well-typed expression 𝑒1 reduces to another
expression 𝑒2 then 𝑒2 is also well typed and has the same type as 𝑒1 .
A full proof of the soundness of the simply-typed λ-calculus can be found
in Pierce’s Types and Programming Languages [7] or any other book on type
systems. For brevity we include here only a proof sketch:
The proof of the progress property involves showing that all stuck terms
are ill-typed, which is the contrapositive of the progress property. There is
only one kind of term in λnull that gets stuck: function applications with a null
value as the left operand. Since none of the typing rules in the simply-typed
calculus apply to these stuck terms, they cannot be well-typed.
The proof of preservation can be done via an exhaustive case analysis
over the reduction rules of the λ→ and is left as an exercise for the reader.

2.4.4

Type Inference

So far, we have required explicit type annotations for all variable declarations
in the simply-typed λ-calculus. However, this can be very burdensome
and can also get in the way of using type systems to reason about dynamic
languages, where programs do not have any type annotations. The alternative
to using explicit type signatures is to use a type inferencing algorithm to
determine what types could fit the missing type annotations.
For the simply-typed λ-calculus, type inference can be formulated as
finding a solution to a system of equations involving type variables. Each
variable 𝑥 and each program subexpression 𝑒 in the program is associated
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Phrase Constraints
null
⟦null⟧ = null
λ𝑥. 𝑒
⟦λ𝑥. 𝑒⟧ = ⟦𝑥⟧ → ⟦𝑒⟧
(𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ⟦𝑒1 ⟧ = ⟦𝑒2 ⟧ → ⟦(𝑒1 𝑒2 )⟧
Figure 6 – Type inference constraints for the simply-typed λ-calculus
with a type variable, which we will represent by ⟦𝑥⟧ and ⟦𝑒⟧, respectively.
The typing rules for the simply-typed λ-calculus impose a set of equality
restrictions between the types of different parts of the program. Each syntactic
form in the program leads to a different set of restrictions, as summarized
in Fig. 6. Type inference then consists of searching for a solution to the set
of constraints. One way to do this is via an unification algorithm. Its more
common to see this unification algorithm being presented for polymorphic
λ-calculi but a version specialized for the simply-typed calculus can be found
in Oleg Kiselyov’s class notes [14].

2.5

Type System Conservativeness and “Acceptable
Losses”

While type systems guarantee that well-typed programs don’t go wrong,
they do not guarantee the converse, that ill-typed programs will go wrong.
Whether a program gets stuck or not is a nontrivial runtime property, which is
undecidable according to Rice’s theorem [15]. Because of this undecidability,
any type system must err on the side of conservativeness and statically reject
some programs that would have successfully executed had the type system
not prevented them from being executed in the first place.
It is easy to come up with trivial example programs that do not get stuck
but which will be rejected by most type systems. For example, in the following
program the type error occurs inside a branch of the if-then-else expression
that never gets executed. 1
if true then 10 else (null null)
However, examples like this one are not the most interesting. Dead branches
are a code smell and usually are not added to a program intentionally. A
bigger problem occurs when the type system cannot type a useful program
that the programmer would have liked to be able to write.
A prime example of a type system rejecting useful programs is the fact
that the simply-typed λ-calculus, as we presented in Section 2.4, is not Turingcomplete [16]. Programs that use recursion are not just hard to write in the
simply-typed λ-calculus, they are impossible to write!
Another, less extreme, example of a type system limitation is the lack
of polymorphism in the simply-typed λ-calculus. Consider the following
1

We formally describe if-then-else expressions in Section 2.8. For now the reader can
assume that booleans and conditionals behave as expected
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program which consists of a single function being applied to values of different types:
let 𝑓 = (λ𝑥. 𝑥) in
if (𝑓 true) then (𝑓 5) else (𝑓 7)
It successfully evaluates to 5 but it cannot be given a type in the simply-typed
λ-calculus because the 𝑓 function cannot be typed bool → bool and int → int
simultaneously. While it is possible to write an equivalent program that can
be typed using only simple types, doing so requires giving up 𝑓 ’s code reuse:
let 𝑓 = (λ𝑥. 𝑥) in
let 𝑔 = (λ𝑥. 𝑥) in
if (𝑓 true) then (𝑔 5) else (𝑔 7)
Given the advantages that type systems provide, the useful programs that
a typed language unable to express may be seen as acceptable losses in a
complex tradeoff. On the other hand, expressiveness and flexibility of the
programming language are highly valued by programmers so one of the
biggest endeavors of type-system research is developing expressive typesystems that are able to type more useful programming patterns. For instance,
in Section 2.6 we show how to enrich the simply-typed λ-calculus so it can
support recursive functions and in Section 3.2 we will show a polymorphic
type system that solves the second limitation that we mentioned.
Changing topics a bit, the inherent expressiveness limitations of statically
are a compelling argument for dynamic languages. Dynamic languages
sacrifice static program checking for the freedom to execute every syntactically
valid program. The search for ways to benefit from both the expressiveness
of dynamic languages and the static guarantees of typed languages is the
driving force for research on type systems for dynamic languages, which is
the focus of this text.

2.6

Recursion

The pure λ-calculus is Turing-complete and it is possible to express recursive
functions by using fixed-point combinators. For example, the following figure
defines a factorial function FAC for a λ-calculus that has been extended with
numbers and arithmetic operations.
Z = λ𝑓 . (λ𝑥. 𝑓 (λ𝑣. ((𝑥 𝑥) 𝑣))) (λ𝑥. 𝑓 (λ𝑣. ((𝑥 𝑥) 𝑣)))
FAC = (𝑍 (λ𝑓 . λ𝑛. if (𝑛 = 0) then 1 else (𝑛 × (𝑓 (𝑛 − 1)))))
However, these fixed point combinators are very inconvenient to use and
they also cannot be typed in the simply-typed λ-calculus and many other
type systems. Because of this, it can be useful to add explicit support for
recursion to the language.
One approach is to add a fixed point operator fix as a language primitive,
as is shown in Fig. 7. In the expression (fix 𝑓 . 𝑒), the body 𝑒 can refer to itself
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Additional syntactic forms
Expr

𝑒

::=

… | (fix 𝑓 . 𝑒)

Additional small-step semantics rules
𝐶[(fix 𝑓 . 𝑒)] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒[𝑓 ← (fix 𝑓 . 𝑒)]

(fix)

Additional typing rules
fix

Γ[𝑓 ← 𝜏] ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏
Γ ⊢ (fix 𝑓 . 𝑒) ∶ 𝜏
Figure 7 – Adding recursion to the λ-calculus
via the variable 𝑓 . This can be seen in the fix evaluation rule, which reduced
(fix 𝑓 . 𝑒) into 𝑒[𝑓 ← (fix 𝑓 . 𝑒)].
The inclusion of the fix operator does not introduce any new runtime errors (stuck terms), since evaluating a fix expression always succeeds. Because
of this, the typing rule for fix is not surprising.
Using fix, it is possible to define the factorial function from before as
follows:
FAC = (fix 𝑓 . λ𝑛. if (𝑛 = 0) then 1 else (𝑛 × (𝑓 (𝑛 − 1)))))
Letrec expressions
Just like let-expressions can be easier to read than function applications, it
is often clearer to define recursive functions with a letrec syntax instead of
using fix directly.
(letrec 𝑓 = λ𝑥. 𝑒1 in 𝑒2 ) ≝ (let 𝑓 = (fix 𝑓 . λ𝑥. 𝑒1 ) in 𝑒2 )

2.7

Products and Records

A very important programming language feature is the ability to define
custom datatypes that aggregate multiple values in a single value that can be
passed around as a unit. The most general form of this are records, which are
a collection of named fields. However, aiming for simplicity, we will describe
in more detail the specific case of the pair datatype, which is also known as a
product.
In figure 8 we show an extension of the pure λ-calculus with a pair
datatype. The additions to the syntax are a pair function to create new
pairs and the fst and snd functions to extract values from pairs. The set of
irreducible values now also includes pairs of values in addition to the existing
functions and booleans. The additional evaluation rules are the fst and snd
rules to specify how to extract a value from a pair.
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Variable
Function
Null
Pair
Expression

𝑥
𝑓
𝑝
𝑒

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, …
λ𝑥. 𝑒
null
(pair 𝑒1 𝑒2 )
𝑥 | 𝑓 | null | (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) | (fst 𝑒) | (snd 𝑒)

Irreducible expressions
Value 𝑣

::=

𝑓 | null | (pair 𝑣1 𝑣2 )

Small-step call-by-value semantics
Reduction contexts
𝐶 ∶∶= [ ] | (𝐶 𝑒) | (𝑣 𝐶) | (pair 𝐶 𝑒) | (pair 𝑣 𝐶)
Single-step reduction 𝑒 ⟼ 𝑒
𝐶[((λ𝑥. 𝑒) 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣]]
𝐶[(fst (pair 𝑣1 𝑣2 ))] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑣1 ]
𝐶[(fst (pair 𝑣1 𝑣2 ))] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑣2 ]

(app)
(fst)
(snd)

Figure 8 – An incomplete λ-calculus with pairs
Pairs are a new datatype that we added to the λ-calculus so they will give
rise to type errors similarly to how the addition of a null datatype did. Again,
we can return the calculus to soundness via a dynamic or a static approach.

2.7.1

Dynamic error handling

Handling pair errors dynamically is a matter of adding a not-a-pair error
to the set of possible exceptions and adding the appropriate rules to the
language semantics:
𝐶[(fst 𝑣)] ⟼ not-a-pair
𝐶[(snd 𝑣)] ⟼ not-a-pair

2.7.2

if 𝑣 ∉ Pair
if 𝑣 ∉ Pair

(fst-err)
(snd-err)

Static type checking

To type pairs statically we extend the type language with pair-types, which
have the form 𝜏1 × 𝜏2 . The typing rules for pair types are shown in Fig. 9.

2.7.3

Records

Records are a more powerful version of pairs. Instead of only storing two
elements, records can store any number of them. Each element is stored in a
field, which is identified by an unique label. The record notation we use in this
text consists of a list of fields enclosed in braces. For example, the following
record represents a point in three-dimensional space.
{𝑥 ∶ 10, 𝑦 ∶ 20, 𝑧 ∶ 30}
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Type Syntax
Type 𝜏

::=

null | 𝜏1 → 𝜏2 | 𝜏1 × 𝜏2

Typing rules Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏
pair

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝜏 1

Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏 2

fst

snd

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ (𝜏1 × 𝜏2 )

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ (𝜏1 × 𝜏2 )

Γ ⊢ (fst 𝑒) ∶ 𝜏1

Γ ⊢ (snd 𝑒) ∶ 𝜏2

Γ ⊢ (pair 𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ∶ (𝜏1 × 𝜏2 )

Figure 9 – Typing rules for pair types
The order of the fields does not matter. Accessing a field is done via dot
notation:
let 𝑟 = {𝑥 ∶ 10, 𝑦 ∶ 20, 𝑧 ∶ 30} in 𝑟.𝑥
Our syntax for record types is similar to the syntax for record values. The
type of the three-dimensional points we used as an example is:
{𝑥 ∶ int, 𝑦 ∶ int, 𝑧 ∶ int}

2.8

Sums and Variants

Sums and variants are the dual versions of products and records. While a
product contains a pair of values both at once, a sum contains one of a pair
of possible values each time.
In figure 10 we show an extension of the pure λ-calculus with a sum
datatype. The additions to the syntax are a pair of tagging functions left
and right and case expressions to consume these tagged values. The set of
irreducible values now also includes tagged values in addition to the existing
functions and booleans. The additional evaluation rules are the case-left and
case-right rules, which specify how to pattern-match over a tagged value.
Sums are a new datatype that we added to the λ-calculus so they will
give rise to type errors similarly to how the addition of a null datatype and
of pairs did. Again, we can return the calculus to soundness via a dynamic
or a static approach.

2.8.1

Dynamic error handling

Handling pattern-matching errors dynamically is a matter of adding a not-atag error to the set of possible exceptions and adding the appropriate rules
to the language semantics:
𝐶[(case 𝑣 of (left 𝑥) ⇒ 𝑒1 ; (right 𝑦) ⇒ 𝑒1 )] ⟼ not-a-tag

2.8.2

if 𝑣 ∉ Tag
(case-err)

Static type checking

To type sums statically we extend the type language with sum-types, which
have the form 𝜏1 + 𝜏2 . The typing rules for pair types are shown in Fig. 11.
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Variable
Function
Null
Tag
Expression

𝑥
𝑓
𝑡𝑎𝑔
𝑒

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, …
λ𝑥. 𝑒
null
(left 𝑒) | (right 𝑒)
𝑥 | 𝑓 | null | 𝑡𝑎𝑔 | (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) |
(case 𝑒1 of (left 𝑥) ⇒ 𝑒2 ; (right 𝑦) ⇒ 𝑒3 )

Irreducible expressions
Value 𝑣

::=

𝑓 | null | (left 𝑣) | (right 𝑣)

Small-step call-by-value semantics
Reduction contexts
𝐶 ∶∶= [ ] | (𝐶 𝑒) | (𝑣 𝐶) | (case 𝐶 of (left 𝑥) ⇒ 𝑒1 ; (right 𝑦) ⇒ 𝑒2 )
Single-step reduction 𝑒 ⟼ 𝑒
𝐶[((λ𝑥. 𝑒) 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣]] (app)
𝐶[(case (left 𝑣) of (left 𝑥) ⇒ 𝑒1 ; (right 𝑦) ⇒ 𝑒2 )] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒1 [𝑥 ← 𝑣]]
(case-left)
𝐶[(case (right 𝑣) of (left 𝑥) ⇒ 𝑒1 ; (right 𝑦) ⇒ 𝑒2 )] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒2 [𝑦 ← 𝑣]]
(case-right)
Figure 10 – An incomplete λ-calculus with sums

Type Syntax
Type 𝜏

::=

null | 𝜏1 → 𝜏2 | 𝜏1 + 𝜏2

Typing rules Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏
right

left

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏1

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏2

Γ ⊢ (left 𝑒) ∶ (𝜏1 + 𝜏2 )

Γ ⊢ (right 𝑒) ∶ (𝜏1 + 𝜏2 )

case

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ (𝜏1 + 𝜏2 )

Γ[𝑥 ← 𝜏1 ] ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏 ′

Γ[𝑦 ← 𝜏2 ] ⊢ 𝑒3 ∶ 𝜏 ′

Γ ⊢ (case 𝑒1 of (left 𝑥) ⇒ 𝑒2 ; (right 𝑦) ⇒ 𝑒3 ) ∶ 𝜏 ′
Figure 11 – Typing rules for sum types
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Variants

Just like we informalliy presented records as a generalization of products,
we will introduce a gereralization of sums with named fields. A variant type
consists of a list of tag names and their associated data. We will denote
variant types between angle brackets and separated by “|”, to indicate that
the different cases are exclusive. For a concrete example, the following variant
type can be used as the return type of a function that can either succeed or
fail with an error message:
< Success ∶ unit | Error ∶ string >

2.8.4

Booleans

A very important particular case of variant types is the boolean type. Most
programming languages support booleans and if-then-else expressions even
if they do not offer support for general variants. It is possible to encode
booleans as variants as follows:
bool ≝< TagTrue ∶ unit | TagFalse ∶ unit >
true ≝ (TagTrue unit)
false ≝ (TagFalse unit)
if 𝑒1 then 𝑒2 else 𝑒3 ≝ (case 𝑒1 of (TagTrue _) ⇒ 𝑒2 ; (TagFalse _) ⇒ 𝑒3 )
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3 Advanced Type Systems
In Chapter 2 we introduced the λ-calculus and many basic extensions for
it, including records and fix-point operators. For each feature that we introduced, we also explained the simplest type system that can be used to
integrate that feature into the λ-calculus.
In this chapter we will cover type system features that are commonly
used in the literature for types for dynamic languages but that do not require
extensions to the evaluation rules of the underlying λ-calculus. These type
system features make the typed languages more expressive by allowing things
that could not be typed before to be typed or by making it possible to create
types that are more specific than before.
In Section 3.1 we present recursive types, which make it possible to type
some data structures that were not typable before. Section 3.2 is about parametric polymorphism, which allows reusing functions that are indifferent
to the types of their inputs in many different contexts. In Section 3.3 we
present subtyping, which allows reasoning about types as subsets of other
types, as well as making it possible to implicitly convert from a more specific type to a more general type. Section 3.4 covers union types, which in
dynamic languages are often a more idiomatic alternative to variant types.
Finally, in Section 3.5 we describe a way to represent finitary overloading via
intersection types.

3.1

Recursive Types

Some datatypes are defined inductively. For example, the set of Peano numerals is defined to be the smallest set that contains the number zero and
the successors of every numeral.
Adding recursion on the type level allows type system to give a finite
representation for the type of these inductively-defined data sets. The syntax
we will use for recursive types will be the type-level fix-point operator 𝜇. The
type 𝜇𝛼.𝜏 is a recursive type that can refer to itself via the 𝛼 type variable.
For example, using the variant type notation from Section 2.8 we can
represent the type of Peano numerals as follows:
𝜇𝑁. < zero ∶ unit | succ ∶ 𝑁 >
Formally giving meaning to these recursive types is subtle. There are two
different approaches to do so: equi-recursive types and iso-recursive types.
In an equi-recursive setting, the recursive type 𝜇𝛼.𝜏 and its unfolding
𝜏[𝛼 ← 𝜇𝛼.𝜏] are considered to be equivalent and completely interchangeable.
In other words, the following typing rules apply:
fold

unfold

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏[𝛼 ← 𝜇𝛼.𝜏]

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜇𝛼.𝜏

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜇𝛼.𝜏

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏[𝛼 ← 𝜇𝛼.𝜏]
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Additional syntax
Expr 𝑒
Value 𝑣

::=
::=

… | (fold 𝑒) | (unfold 𝑒)
… | (fold 𝑒)

Changes to reduction semantics
Reduction contexts
𝐶 ∶∶= ... | (fold 𝐶) | (unfold 𝐶)
Evaluation rules
(unfold-fold)

𝐶[(unfold (fold 𝑒))] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒]
Additional typing rules
unfold

fold

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏[𝛼 ← 𝜇𝛼.𝜏]

Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜇𝛼.𝜏

Γ ⊢ (fold 𝑒) ∶ 𝜇𝛼.𝜏

Γ ⊢ (unfold 𝑒) ∶ 𝜏[𝛼 ← 𝜇𝛼.𝜏]

Figure 12 – Typing rules for iso-recursive types
While equi-recursive types are very simple, the typing rules are not syntaxdirected, which can make type checking and type inferencing considerably
more difficult.
In an iso-recursive setting, the recursive type 𝜇𝛼.𝜏 and its unfolding 𝜏[𝛼 ←
𝜇𝛼.𝜏] are not considered to be equal and interchangeable. They are just
isomorphic and the programmer must explicitly use a conversion function
to convert from one form to the other. In Fig. 12 we describe the changes
necessary to add iso-recursive recursive types to the simply-typed λ-calculus.
Two new syntactic forms are added to the language, the fold and unfold
annotations, ac can be seen in the evaluation rules. These annotations do not
have any computational meaning and exist solely to guide the type checker.
Unlike what happens in equi-recursive systems, the presence of the fold and
unfold annotations allows type checking to be syntax-directed.

3.1.1

Iso- vs Equi-recursive Types

The majority of statically-typed programming languages with recursive types
use iso-recursion instead of equi-recursion. Type checking and inference in
an iso-recursive setting is much simpler and type error messages can be more
predictable. At the same time, the downside of needing to insert fold and
unfold annotations is often not a problem in practice. For example, in ML
and related languages each use of a constructor for a recursive type implicitly
introduces a fold and pattern matching implicitly introduces the complementary unfolds. Therefore, the programmer does not need to actually introduce
additional annotations to the program in order to use recursive types.
However, in programming languages with no type annotations or explicit
constructor and tagging functions, equi-recursion may be the only feasible
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alternative. We will see an example of this in Section 4.1, where a type system
for a dynamic language uses equi-recursion.

3.1.2

Embedding Dynamic Typing in a Typed Language

One very important type that can be represented with type recursion is the
variant type for dynamically-typed values. For example, in a language with
booleans and integers as basic types, the following variant can represent any
possible value:
𝜇𝐷. < bool ∶ bool | int ∶ int | func ∶ 𝐷 → 𝐷 >
Because of this, some type theorists say that untyped languages are actuallytyped and just happen to have a single type that contains every value. This
“untyped languages are actually uni-typed” motto was popularized by Robert
Harper and is attributed to Dana Scott [17].

3.2

Universal Types

As we previously hinted in Section 2.5, some expressions in the simply-typed
λ-calculus can be assigned more than one type. For example, the identity
function λ𝑥. 𝑥 is indifferent to the type of its input and can be assigned any
type that has the form 𝜏 → 𝜏. One of the ways we can extend the simplytyped λ-calculus to make it more expressive is to bring these higher-level
type-schemes into the type system.
Allowing a single program expression to be used with different types in
different parts of the program is known as polymorphism. One form of polymorphism is parametrically polymorphism, where types can be parameterized
by type variables. For example, the polymorphic type of the identity function
can be written as ∀𝛼.𝛼 → 𝛼.
In Fig. 13 we describe these universal types in more detail. In addition to
the ground types and function types from the simply-typed λ-calculus, a
calculus with parametric polymorphism also features type variables, usually
represented with Greek letters like 𝛼 and 𝛽, and universally quantified types,
like ∀𝛼.𝜏. Similarly to how regular variables are bound in λ-abstractions,
type variables are bound in ∀-quantifiers. We denote by FTV(𝜏) the set of
free type variables in the type 𝜏. Another similarity type variables have
with regular variables is the substitution operation, which we represent by
𝜏1 [𝛼 ← 𝜏2 ] and works by substituting 𝜏2 for all free occurrences of 𝛼 in 𝜏1 .

3.2.1

Let Polymorphism

Extending the simply-typed λ-calculus with the most general version of
universal types results in a calculus known as System F [18]. However, type
checking and type inference for System F are undecidable [19] so practical
versions of λ-calculi with universal types add some restrictions to how the
universal types can be used.
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Type Variable 𝛼
::= 𝛼, 𝛽, …
Type
𝜏, 𝜎 ::= bool | 𝜏1 → 𝜏2 | 𝛼 | ∀𝛼.𝜏
Free type variables FTV(𝜏)
FTV(𝛼) = {𝛼}
FTV(bool) = {}
FTV(𝜏1 → 𝜏2 ) = FTV(𝜏1 ) ∪ FTV(𝜏2 )
FTV(∀𝛼.𝜏) = FTV(𝜏) − {𝛼}
Type substitution 𝜏[𝛼 ← 𝜏]
𝛼[𝛼 ← 𝜏] = 𝜏
𝛽[𝛼 ← 𝜏] = 𝛽
bool[𝛼 ← 𝜏] = bool
(𝜏1 → 𝜏2 )[𝛼 ← 𝜏] = 𝜏1 [𝛼 ← 𝜏] ∪ 𝜏2 [𝛼 ← 𝜏]
(∀𝛼.𝜎)[𝛼 ← 𝜏] = (∀𝛼.𝜎)
(∀𝛽.𝜎)[𝛼 ← 𝜏] = ∀𝛽.(𝜎[𝛼 ← 𝜏])

𝛼≠𝛽

𝛽 ∈ FTV(𝜏)

Figure 13 – Type syntax for general universal types
One of these restrictions is Milner’s let polymorphism [20]. In a let-polymorphic
setting, types are divided between monotypes, which contain no type quantifiers and polytypes, which abstract over a monotype via one or more type
variables. The main restriction in a let-polymorphic system and reason for
the separation between monotypes and polytypes is that type variables can
only be instantiated to monotypes.
The let-polymorphic calculus extends the syntax of the λ-calculus with let
expressions, which will be the only way to introduce polymorphically-typed
identifiers. These expressions are the reason for the name “let-polymorphism”.
let 𝑓 = λ𝑥. 𝑥 in if (𝑓 true) then (𝑓 5) else (𝑓 7)

3.2.2

Typing Rules

Typing judgments in the let-polymorphic λ-calculus have the form Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏
and mean that in a type environment Γ the expression 𝑒 has (mono)type 𝑡.
Type environments map program variable names to their (poly)types.
We show the typing rules for the let-polymorphic λ-calculus in Fig. 14.
There are two groups of typing rules. The first group consists of the bool, if,
lam and app rules, which are the same as in a simply-typed λ-calculus. The
remaining let and var rules are responsible for the type polymorphism.
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Monotypes and polytypes
Type Variable 𝛼
Monotype
𝜏
Polytype
𝜎

::=
::=
::=

𝛼, 𝛽, …
bool | 𝜏1 → 𝜏2 | 𝛼
∀𝛼1 …∀𝛼u� .𝜏

Typing rules Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏
if

𝑏 ∈ Boolean

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ bool
Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏
Γ ⊢ 𝑒3 ∶ 𝜏

Γ ⊢ 𝑏 ∶ bool

Γ ⊢ (if 𝑒1 then 𝑒2 else 𝑒3 ) ∶ 𝜏

bool

var

Γ(𝑥) = 𝜎

𝜏⊑𝜎

Γ⊢𝑥∶𝜏
lam

app

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ (𝜏 → 𝜏 ′ )

Γ[𝑥 ← 𝜏1 ] ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏2

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝜏 ′

Γ ⊢ (λ𝑥 ∶ 𝜏1 . 𝑒) ∶ (𝜏1 → 𝜏2 )
let

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝜏 1

Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏

Γ[𝑥 ← Gen(𝜏1 , Γ)] ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏2

Γ → (let 𝑥 = 𝑒1 in 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝜏2
Gen(𝜏, Γ) = ∀𝛼.𝜏
⃗
where
𝛼 ⃗ = FreeVars(𝜏) − EnvFreeVars(Γ)
EnvFreeVars(Γ) =

⋃

FreeVars(𝜎)

(u�∶u�)∈Γ

Figure 14 – Let polymorphic λ-calculus
The let rule introduces program variables with universal types. In an
expression let 𝑥 = 𝑒1 in 𝑒2 , the type of 𝑥 inside 𝑒2 is a generalized version of
the type of 𝑒1 , which is obtained by quantifying all the free type variables that
do not already appear as free variables in types present in the environment Γ.
In the let-polymorphic type calculus, only variables can be polymorphically typed and the var rule is the place where these polymorphic types
are used. If a variable 𝑥 has an universal type 𝜎 according to the current
type environment Γ, then uses of that variable can be assigned any type that
is an instance of that universal type. These instances can be obtained by
instantiating all the quantified variables in 𝜎 with suitable monotypes.

3.2.3

Principal Types and Type Inference

Some terms in the let-polymorphic λ-calculus can be assigned multiple types.
For example, the identity function λ𝑥. 𝑥 can be typed as either bool → bool
or ∀𝛼.𝛼 → 𝛼, as was previously mentioned.
These different types for a given term can be partially ordered based on
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how specific they are. Types with more quantifiers are more generic and
types with less quantifiers are more specific.
One interesting property of the let-polymorphic λ-calculus is that each
term has a single most general type, which is known as a principal type.
This principal type can be found via an unification-based type inference
algorithm [21; 22]. Finding principal types takes exponential time on some
pathological inputs but is very efficient in practice [23; 24].

3.2.4

Static Guarantees

We initially presented universal types as a less restricted alternative to simple
types. However, in this text we are framing type systems in terms of what
they can statically guarantee about the behavior of the program when it is
executed.
The additional guarantee that universal types offer over simple types is
that if a function variable is universally quantified, then that variable will
only be passed around to other functions or returned to the caller. It will
not be used as the function in a function application expression and it will
not be used as the conditional in an if-then-else expression. This can tell us
a lot about the runtime behavior of a program. As shown by Wadler, each
parametric type gives rise to a free theorem that is valid for all functions that
have that type [25]. For example, in a purely functional language, the free
theorem for the ∀𝛼.𝛼 → 𝛼 type is that any function with that type is either the
identity function or a function that enters an infinite loop and never returns.

3.3

Subtyping

Sometimes it is useful to organize types in hierarchies instead of as disjoint
sets of values, as is done in the simply-typed λ-calculus. For a motivating
example, consider the record types that we introduced in Section 2.7. Since
record types list all the fields in the record, it is not possible for a function
to receive inputs with extra fields that are not mentioned in the type of its
domain. The following program executes successfully in an untyped setting
but a simple type system for records cannot assign a type to the 𝑓 function
because each call site passes it an input of a different type.
let 𝑓 = λ𝑟. 𝑟.𝑥 in
(𝑓 {𝑥 ∶ 10}) + (𝑓 {𝑥 ∶ 20, 𝑦 ∶ 30})

3.3.1

The Subtyping Relation (<∶)

Subtyping is characterized by a transitive and reflexive relation between
types, the <∶ subtyping relation. A type 𝑆 is said to be a subtype of a type 𝑇
if any operation expecting a value of type 𝑇 can also receive a value of type 𝑆.
This is known as the Liskov Substitution Principle and can be formalized via
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the following subsumption rule:
Γ⊢𝑒∶𝑆

𝑆 <∶ 𝑇

Γ⊢𝑒∶𝑇
The precise definition of the <∶ subtyping relation depends on the type system
and what features it contains. In the following subsections we describe how
the subtyping relation works on records, variants and function types.
Subtyping Records
There are two ways that a record type can be a subtype of another. The first
one is that a record type with more fields is a supertype of a record type with
only a subset of those fields. This is known as width-subtyping. The second
kind of subtyping is depth–subtyping. If two record types contain the same
field names and the types of the contents of the fields in the first record type
are all subtypes of the types of the respective fields in the second record type,
then the first type is a subtype of the second.
record-depth

record-width

𝑆u� <∶ 𝑇u�

{ℓ1 ∶ 𝑇1 , …, ℓu� ∶ 𝑇u� } <∶ {ℓ1 ∶ 𝑇1 , …, ℓu� ∶ 𝑇u� , ℓu�+1 ∶ 𝑇u�+1 }

{ℓu� ∶ 𝑆u� } <∶ {ℓu� ∶ 𝑇u� }

Having a subtyping rule for record types is very useful in object-oriented
programming languages, where class inheritance hierarchies map naturally
to subtyping hierarchies.
Subtyping Variants
The subtyping rules for variants are very similar to the ones for records,
except that width subtyping is the other way around. A type with more
variants is a subtype of a type with only a subset of those variants.
variant-width

< ℓ1 ∶ 𝑇1 | … | ℓu� ∶ 𝑇u� | ℓu�+1 ∶ 𝑇u�+1 > <∶ < ℓ1 ∶ 𝑇1 | … | ℓu� ∶ 𝑇u� >
variant-depth

𝑆u� <∶ 𝑇u�
< ℓu� ∶ 𝑆u� > <∶ < ℓu� ∶ 𝑇u� >
Subtyping Functions
The interesting thing about subtyping for function types is that the subtyping
behaves differently in the domain and the codomain. A function that returns
a more specific type can be used in the place of a function that returns a more
general type. For the input type it is the other way around. A function that
can receive a more general type can be used in the place of a function that
receives a more specific type.
𝑆′ <∶ 𝑆

𝑇 <∶ 𝑇 ′

(𝑆 → 𝑇) <∶ (𝑆′ → 𝑇 ′ )
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3.3.2

The Top Type

Many type systems have the concept of a most general type that contains
every single value, therefore being a supertype of every other type. In the
type systems literature, this type is most often named Top. In object-oriented
languages, this Top type is most often named Object, a name that is also
borrowed by many non-OO languages.

𝑆 <∶ Top
The only operations that can be performed on expressions of type Top are
operations that are valid for every single type in the language. In the λ-calculi
we described in this text there are no such operations, so expressions of type
Top may only be passed around or returned. However, in some programming
languages there are operations that work on any value. For example, some
languages allow any value to be serialized into a string or to be tested for
identity-based equality.

3.3.3

The Bottom Type

The dual of the Top type is the Bottom type, which is a subtype of every other
type. The Bottom type is not inhabited by any values and can only be used
on expressions that never produce a value when evaluated. One example of
this are expressions that always fail by raising an exception.
Bottom <∶ 𝑆
The presence of a Bottom type in the type system makes type inference more
difficult. For example, in a language without bottom types the type of 𝑓 in
(𝑓 𝑥) must be a function type while in a language with the bottom type it
can be either a function type or Bottom. Because of these extra difficulties,
not every language with subtyping has a Bottom type. The Top type, on the
other hand, is almost always present.

3.3.4

Variance

Variance is the name we use to describe the subtyping behavior a higher-order
type constructor has depending on its parameter types. Type constructors
can be either covariant, contravariant, or invariant.
Covariance
𝐶[𝑆] <∶ 𝐶[𝑇] iff 𝑆 <∶ 𝑇
Contravariance 𝐶[𝑆] <∶ 𝐶[𝑇] iff 𝑇 <∶ 𝑆
Invariance
𝐶[𝑆] <∶ 𝐶[𝑇] iff 𝑆 = 𝑇
For example, the function type constructor → is covariant in the type of the
return values and contravariant in the type of the inputs. The most famous
example of an invariant type constructor is the Ref[𝑇] type constructor for
mutable reference cells. As a rule of thumb, locations out of which values flow
(reads) are covariant, locations into where they flow (writes) are contravariant
and locations where values flow both in and out (read and write) are invariant.
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Additional evaluation rules 𝑒 ⟼ 𝑒′
𝐶[⟨𝜏⟩ 𝑣] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑣]
𝑣∈𝜏
𝐶[⟨𝜏⟩ 𝑣] ⟼ cast-error
𝑣∉𝜏

(cast)
(cast-err)

Additional typing rules Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏
Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏′

𝜏 <∶ 𝜏 ′

Γ ⊢ ⟨𝜏⟩ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏
Figure 15 – Runtime semantics and typing rule for the downcast operator

3.3.5

Downcasting

In languages with subtyping, the type of an expression can be freely converted
to its supertype. Some languages provide a way to go in the other direction,
and use values of a supertype as if they belonged to a subtype. This is known
as downcasting and typically requires the programmer to add explicit type
casts to their program, which we will denote by writing the name of the type
in angle brackets: ⟨𝜏⟩ 𝑒.
Adding downcasts to a programming language has semantic consequences,
which we describe in Fig. 15. When evaluated, a downcast can either succeed
or raise a cast-error exception.
Poor-man’s parametric polymorphism
The following program is an example of a program using downcasts. It
upcasts an integer to the Top type and then downcasts it back to an integer
so it can be used in an arithmetic operation.
let 𝑥 ∶ Top = 1 in
(⟨int⟩ 𝑥) + 2
One use of this style of downcasting is writing “generic” functions and data
structures in programming languages that do not have parametric types. For
example, the original collection classes in the standard library for the Java
programming language work by storing values as Objects. When an user
wants to insert an object into a collection, that object is first upcasted to the
Object type. When the user reads values from the collection, he downcasts
them back to the original type in order to be able to use them.
This style of programming is less type safe than using parametric polymorphism, since there is now a possibility of cast-error exceptions being
raised at runtime. However, it is very appealing due to its simplicity. Downcasts are easy to add to a language with subtyping without adding a lot of
complexity and cognitive overhead, which happens when adding parametric
types to the type system. In languages with subtyping, parametric types
need to have ways to specify the variance of the type parameters, which
introduces significant complexity to an already complex type-system feature. Subtyping also pushes the language designer towards the more general
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bounded-polymorphism, which is even more complex than regular parametric
polymorphism.

3.4

Union Types

The type system for the simply-typed λ-calculus partitions the set of values in
distinct categories (ground types such as booleans and integers and various
function types) and each expression is restricted to evaluate to values from
only one of the categories. Union types make this more flexible, by making
it possible to represent types that are the union of zero or more of those
categories. A union type 𝜏1 ∪ 𝜏2 represents the set of values that belong
either to the 𝜏1 or to the 𝜏2 type.
Union types suggest a natural subtyping relation:
union-sub1

union-sub2

𝑆 <∶ 𝑆 ∪ 𝑇

𝑇 <∶ 𝑆 ∪ 𝑇

The difference between unions and variant records is that unions are not
tagged. The union int ∪ int is the same as the type int, which is not the case
for the sum type int + int, where values tagged with the left tag are different
from values tagged with the right tag.
The only operations that are allowed on expressions of a union type are
operations that can work on any of the types in the union. One example of
an operation that can work on multiple types is a tag-checking operation in a
dynamically-typed language:
𝐶[(isInt 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[true]
𝐶[(isInt 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[false]

𝑣 ∈ int
𝑣 ∉ int

(isInt-true)
(isInt-false)

In dynamically-typed languages, values carry type information with them
at runtime and programmers can use those tags directly instead of needing
to create their own tags via variant records. For example, in a statically-typed
language, a function to search for a value in a data structure may return
a value of the Option variant type, but in a dynamic language it is more
idiomatic to just return the result directly on success, without adding an
additional wrapper to it, and null on failure.
// Idiomatic typed programming
type Option =< Just ∶ int | Nothing ∶ unit >
if (…) then (Just 10) else Nothing
// Idiomatic untyped programming
if (…) then 10 else null
Due to this programming idiom, many type systems for dynamic languages
have some form of union types.
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3.5

Intersection Types

Intersection types are the dual of union types. The intersection type 𝜏1 ∩ 𝜏2
contains values that belong to both the 𝜏1 type and the 𝜏2 type.
inter-sub1

inter-sub2

𝑆 ∩ 𝑇 <∶ 𝑆

𝑆 ∩ 𝑇 <∶ 𝑇

In the context of type systems for dynamic languages, the biggest use for
intersection types is to allow finitary overloading, also known as ad-hoc polymorphism. For example, in many programming languages the addition operator
+ is overloaded to work on either a pair of integers or a pair of floating point
numbers. This can be typed in a system with function types by saying the
type of the + operation is an intersection of two function types.
+ ∶ (int → int → int) ∩ (float → float → float)

3.5.1

Intersection Types vs Union Types

Intersection types work for finitary overloading because the subtyping rules
mean that the overloaded function can be seen as having either of the types
in the intersection. For example, by applying the inter-sub1 rule to the type
of the addition operator +, its type becomes (int → int → int), which lets it
be used on integers. Similarly, using the inter-sub2 rule lets it receive floating
point inputs.
At first, it might seem that union types might be able to serve this same
purpose. Since the + operator can take inputs that are either ints or floats,
one might expect that the following type would be a good fit for it:
((int ∪ float) → (int ∪ float) → (int ∪ float))
However, this type is less precise than the alternative with intersection types
because it does not enforce the correlations between the input and return
types. It does not assert that the sum of two integers is also an integer and
it does not enforce that both of the operands to the addition must have the
same type.
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4 Soft Typing
In dynamic languages some program operations may raise type errors at run
time. For example, in the λdyn calculus from Section 2.3, function applications
may raise a not-a-function exception if they receive null as their input. Soft
typing is a family of static analysis techniques that use type inferencing to
classify the uses of these potentially error-raising operations in a dynamicallytyped program into three cases:
Provably safe operations always receive well-typed inputs
Potentially unsafe operations may or may not receive well-typed inputs.
Provably unsafe operations never receive well-typed inputs.
Provably safe operations present opportunities for optimization, from
being able to skip runtime tag checks or from allowing the use of untagged
memory representations for some values [26].
Provably unsafe operations most likely correspond to program bugs because they will always raise an error if they are evaluated. According to
Sagonas [27], these provably unsafe operations are most often found in errorhandlers and other rarely executed code paths.
Potentially unsafe operations happen in parts of the program that the type
system could not reason about precisely. This is an inevitable consequence of
the presence of runtime type errors being a nontrivial program property that
is undecidable according to Rice’s Theorem [15].
Fig. 16 contains an example of this classification in the graphical interface
of the MrSpidey soft typing system [28]. MrSpidey colors in green all the
provably safe operations in the program and underlines and colors in red all
the remaining operations. For example, the first car operation is marked in red
because according to MrSpidey’s reasoning, that operation could possibly
receive a nil value as input (which is in fact what happens if we run the
program). Finally, MrSpidey presents a report summarizing what percentage
of the operations in the program could not be proven to be safe (1 out of 10).
MrSpidey does not differentiate between potentially unsafe and provably
unsafe operations but this is not due to a limitation of its algorithm. We will
further discuss theses error reporting choices in Section 4.4.
Note that MrSpidey, like all other soft type checkers, does not check the
types of function arguments or return values. All warnings point to value
destruction sites such as function applications and arithmetic operations
because these are the program locations that might actually raise exceptions
at runtime.
Another thing that can be noted is the lack of type annotations in the
program in Fig. 16. The original goal behind the development of soft typing
systems was to add a type verification step to scripting languages being used
for rapid prototyping, without interfering with their flexibily by requiring additional type annotations [29]. Because of this requirement, type annotations
would not make much sense in a soft type system setting. Since soft type
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Figure 16 – MrSpidey’s program analysis result window
systems do not change the semantics of their underlying dynamically-typed
language the type annotations cannot have any semantic meaning and since
the type inference algorithms must be able to infer types for completely unannotated programs the type system must not have any features that require
type annotations for inference.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will present two soft type systems for
a dynamic λ-calculus with booleans as the only ground type. The first soft
type system is based on the type system of Cartwright and Fagan [30; 31],
which uses ML-like type inference via unification and the second one is based
on the safety analysis of Palsberg and O’Keefe [32], which uses flow analysis
for inference. Most of the soft typing systems in the literature follow one of
these two approaches.

4.1

An Unification-based Soft Type System

In this section we present a soft type system based on the type systems of
Fagan, Wright and Cartwright. Fagan and Cartwright introduced the first
soft type system and also coined the term “Soft Typing” [30; 31]. Wright and
Cartwright later expanded Fagan’s system to cover the full Scheme language,
including features such as assignment, variable-arity functions and first-class
continuations [33; 34]. Our simplified type system is closer to Fagan’s original
system but some of our presentation is closer to Wright’s.
We divide our exposition of the system into two parts. Firstly we describe
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a static type system and corresponding inference algorithm that can reason
about common patterns found in dynamically-typed programs. Secondly
we describe how to soften this type system, making it classify operations
according to their safety instead of simply rejecting programs that cannot be
proven to be totally safe.

4.1.1

Static Types in Fagan’s Type System

To determine if an operation is provably safe or not in a λ-calculus with
booleans as the only ground type there are 4 cases that matter for the inputs
of that operation:
1. Expressions that always evaluate to booleans
2. Expressions that always evaluate to a function
3. Expressions that might evaluate to either a boolean or a function
4. Expressions that never evaluate to any value (for example, expressions
that abort the execution of the program)
The central part of Fagan’s type system is the use of union types and recursive
types to model these four cases. As shown in Fig. 17, monotypes in this type
system are the union of a boolean part and a function part. The boolean
part being bool+ , indicates that expressions with that type may evaluate to a
boolean. Conversely, the boolean part being bool− , indicates that expressions
with that type never evaluate to a boolean. The function part behaves similarly.
The function part being (𝜏1 →+ 𝜏2 ) means that the type contains functions
which receive 𝜏1 and return 𝜏2 and if the function part is →− then expressions
with that type never evaluate to a function.
In addition to the union types, Fagan’s type system also features parametric polymorphism. Recall that the instantiation relation 𝜏 ⊑ 𝜎 means that
there is an instantiation of the quantified variables in 𝜎 that results in 𝜏 and
that the generalization function 𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝜏, Γ) returns a parametrically polymorphic type created by universally quantifying all the free type variables in 𝜏
that are not bound in Γ.
Fig. 18 provides some concrete examples of these union types. bool+ ∪ →−
is the boolean type, for values that may be either true or false and may not be
functions; bool− ∪ →− is the empty type, for expressions that never return
a value; 𝜇𝛼.bool+ ∪ (𝛼 →+ 𝛼) is the recursive type for expressions that may
evaluate to any value.
The most notable feature of Fagan’s static type system is that it has union
types but does not have any form of subtyping. The reason for this is that
type inference efficiency is of paramount important in a soft type system
(since programs have no type annotations) and, according to Wright, type
inference for type systems with structural subtyping and recursive types
“consumes exorbitant amounts of memory and execution time for even small
examples” [33, p135].
Instead of subtyping, Fagan’s type system provides the required flexibility for unions via type variables. This technique is often called row polymorphism [22; 35] and, according to Fagan, it was inspired on Remy’s record
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Type Syntax
Type Variable
Monotype
Boolean Part
Function Part
Polytype

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

𝛼
𝜏
𝜑u�
𝜑u�
𝜎

𝛼, 𝛽, …
(𝜑u� ∪ 𝜑u� ) | 𝛼 | 𝜇𝛼.𝜏
bool− | bool+
→− | (𝜏1 →+ 𝜏2 )
𝜏 | ∀𝛼.𝜎

Typing rules Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏
bool

var

Γ(𝑥) = 𝜎

𝑏 ∈ Boolean

𝜏⊑𝜎

𝜏 ⊑ ∀𝜑u� (bool+ ∪ 𝜑u� )

Γ⊢𝑥∶𝜏

Γ⊢𝑏∶𝜏
if

𝜏1 ⊑ ∀𝜑u� (𝜑u� ∪ →− )
Γ ⊢ 𝑒3 ∶ 𝜏 2

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝜏 1
Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏 2

Γ ⊢ if 𝑒1 then 𝑒2 else 𝑒3 ∶ 𝜏2
lam

𝜏 ⊑ ∀𝜑u� .(𝜑u� ∪ (𝜏1 →+ 𝜏2 ))

Γ[𝑥 ← 𝜏1 ] ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝜏2

Γ ⊢ (λ𝑥. 𝑒) ∶ 𝜏
app

𝜏1 ⊑ (bool− ∪ (𝜏2 →+ 𝜏3 ))

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝜏 1
Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏 2

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝜏3
app-empty

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝜏 1
Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏 2

𝜏1 ⊑ (bool− ∪ →− )

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝜏3
let

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝜏 1

Γ[𝑥 ← 𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝜏1 , Γ)] ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏2

Γ → (let 𝑥 = 𝑒1 in 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝜏2
Gen(𝜏, Γ) = ∀𝛼.𝜏
⃗
where
𝛼 ⃗ = FreeVars(𝜏) − EnvFreeVars(Γ)
EnvFreeVars(Γ) =

⋃

FreeVars(𝜎)

(u�∶u�)∈Γ

Figure 17 – Fagan’s (non-soft) type system
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Nothing
Boolean
“Bool to Bool” function
Anything

bool− ∪ →−
bool+ ∪ →−
bool− ∪ ((bool+ ∪ →− ) →+ (bool+ ∪ →− ))
𝜇𝛼.(bool+ ∪ (𝛼 →+ 𝛼))

Figure 18 – Examples of types in Fagan’s type system
system for ML [36]. The basic idea behind row polymorphism is that instead
of “throwing away” information from the more specific type when converting
it to a more general type, a row variable 𝜑 is used to represent the difference
between the more specific and the more general type. Any type inequality
constraints in the program get converted into equality constraints with a row
variable acting as a slack variable, as is illustrated in the following equations:
𝐴⊆𝐵
𝐴∪𝜑=𝐵
These equality constraints with slack variables are not as powerful as real
subsumption (as will be discussed in Section 4.3) but they allow for an efficient unification-based type inference algorithm while still providing lots of
flexibility to the type system.
For a concrete example of this use of slack variables, consider the typing
rules bool and lam for boolean and function literals. If boolean literals had
type (bool+ ∪ →− ) and functions had type (bool− ∪ (𝜏1 →+ 𝜏2 )), without
any slack variables, it would not be possible to type the following program:
λ𝑏. if 𝑏 then true else (λ𝑥. 𝑥)
Without slack variables, the types of the expressions in the then and else
branches would be different but the if rule requires them to be the same. With
slack variables, both branches can be given the type (bool+ ∪ (𝛼 →+ 𝛼)).
The other unintuitive aspect of the typing rules is how the if and app rules
use polymorphic types for their input parameters instead of just saying that
they receive exactly booleans and functions, respectively. The reason for this
is to allow the input expression to have the empty type. This mitigates the
reverse flow problem, which is mentioned in Section 4.3.

4.1.2

Softening Fagan’s Type system

The presence of union types allows the type system that we have presented
so far to reason about code that mixes booleans and functions. However
it is not yet a complete soft type system because it either determines that
all operations are provably safe or it gives up without pinpointing which
operations are the potentially unsafe ones.
The following two programs are examples that cannot be typed in the nonsoft system we have presented so far. Program 𝑃 fails to typecheck because
of the unsafe function application. Program 𝑄 evaluates successfully and is
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only untypable because the type system is not sufficiently expressive.
𝑃 = (true false)
𝑄 = λ𝑏. if 𝑏 then 𝑏 else (λ𝑥. 𝑥)
The reason these programs fail to typecheck is the presence of conflicting positive and negative type information in the typing rules. The 𝑃 program cannot
be typed because the only typing rules for applications, app and app-empty,
require that the function parameter does not have a boolean part. As for the
𝑄 program, the if rule demands that both the then and else branches have
the same type, meaning that the type of the 𝑏 in the then branch must include
the type of the functions from the else branch. However, 𝑏 is also used as the
conditional in the if-expression and the if rule requires that the type of the
conditional does not contain a function part.
Since all type-inference failures come from conflicts between rules that
require the presence of a type and rules that require its absence, one way to
soften the type system is to get rid of all the rules requiring that a type be
absent. As shown in Fig. 19 the changes all involve replacing instances of
negative type information in the typing rules (ie. bool− and →− ) by a soft
type variable 𝜑.̃ These soft type variables act as slack variables during type
inference and behave similarly to regular universally-quantified variables.
The difference between soft type variables and regular slack variables is that
once type inference is complete the soft type checker checks how the soft
type variables were instantiated to determine the safety of each program
operation:
• In provably safe operations the soft type variables can be instantiated
to an empty type, such as bool− or →− .
• In potentially unsafe operations both the soft and non-soft variables
are instantiated to non-empty types such as bool+ or 𝛼 →+ 𝛽.
• In provably unsafe operations the soft type variables are instantiated
to a non-empty type and the associated non-soft type variables are
instantiated to an empty type.

4.1.3

A Concrete Example

Lets return to the program 𝑄 that we previously mentioned. Under the
more flexible soft typing rules, the variable 𝑏 can now be given the type
(bool+ ∪ (𝛼 →+ 𝛼)). The bool+ part is required because the function is called
with true as a parameter and the (𝛼 →+ 𝛼) part is because both branches of
the if statement must have the same types. The softness comes into play in
the if-soft rule, where the 𝜑u�̃ variable gets instantiated to (𝛼 →+ 𝛼). Since
the soft type variable was instantiated to a non-empty type, the type checker
produces a warning saying that the condition in the if-then-else expression
is potentially unsafe.
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if-soft

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝜏 1
Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏 2

𝜏1 ⊑ 𝜑u� 𝜑u�̃ (𝜑u� ∪ 𝜑u�̃ )
Γ ⊢ 𝑒3 ∶ 𝜏 2

Γ ⊢ if 𝑒1 then 𝑒2 else 𝑒3 ∶ 𝜏2
app-soft

𝜏1 ⊑ ∀𝜑u�̃ (𝜑u�̃ ∪ 𝜏2 →+ 𝜏3 )

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝜏 1
Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏 2

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝜏3
app-empty-soft

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝜏 1
Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝜏 2

𝜏1 ⊑ ∀𝜑u�̃ (𝜑u�̃ ∪ →− )

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝜏3
Figure 19 – Soft typing rules for Fagan’s type system

4.2

A Flow-based Analysis Soft Type System

In this section, we present a soft type system based on the safety analysis of
Palsberg and Schwartzbach [37], a global static analysis technique similar to
Shiver’s 0CFA, a context-insensitive form of control-flow analysis [38; 39].
The aim of safety analysis is to compute an approximation for what values
flow to each expression and function parameter in the program and use
this to determine if runtime type errors may occur. If the flow analysis can
prove that only booleans flow into a certain variable, then its safe to use
that variable in a conditional. On the other hand, if the analysis concludes
that both booleans and functions might flow into a variable then there is a
possibility of a runtime error if that variable is used in a conditional. The
hard part of safety analysis is that in programming languages with higher
order functions it is impossible to statically compute the control-flow graph
of the program. The solution taken in 0CFA and in Palsberg’s safety analysis
is to approximate the control-flow graph by tracking to where each lambda
in the program might flow as part of the value-flow computation.
Safety analysis partitions the set of values in the core language into disjoint
sets. As shown in the following table, booleans are grouped together in the
bool set and function abstractions are grouped together according to which
λ-expression in the original program they originate from. We could have
labeled each λ-abstraction in the original program with an unique label but,
since in a call-by value semantics the variable name of a function abstraction
never needs to be renamed, we instead refer to functions by their variable,
to keep the notation lighter. Another way to look at this approximation of
the set of function values is that in an environment-based semantics, with
function closures instead of substitution, our approximation is equivalent to
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Phrase:
𝑏
λ𝑥. 𝑒

Basic constraints:
{bool} ⊆ ⟦𝑏⟧u�
{λ𝑥} ⊆ ⟦λ𝑥. 𝑒⟧u�

Phrase:
(𝑒1 𝑒2 )

Connecting constraints:
For every λ𝑥. 𝑒3 , if λ𝑥 ∈ ⟦𝑒1 ⟧u� then
⟦𝑒2 ⟧u� ⊆ ⟦𝑥⟧u�
⟦𝑒3 ⟧u� ⊆ ⟦(𝑒1 𝑒2 )⟧u�

if 𝑒1 then 𝑒2 else 𝑒3

⟦𝑒2 ⟧u� ⊆ ⟦if 𝑒1 then 𝑒2 else 𝑒3 ⟧u�
⟦𝑒3 ⟧u� ⊆ ⟦if 𝑒1 then 𝑒2 else 𝑒3 ⟧u�

Phrase:
(𝑒1 𝑒2 )
if 𝑒1 then 𝑒2 else 𝑒3

Safety constraints:
⟦𝑒1 ⟧u� ⊆ {λ_}
⟦𝑒1 ⟧ ⊆ {bool}

Figure 20 – Set constraints for safety analysis via 0CFA
ignoring the captured environment of closure values.
Concrete Value 𝑣 ∶∶= true | false | λ𝑥.𝑒
Abstract Value 𝑣̂ ∶∶= bool | λ𝑥
The abstract-value name comes from the abstract interpretation literature. 0CFA
can be seen as a form of abstract interpretation and the abstract interpretation
framework leads to many more powerful alternatives to 0CFA. However in
this text we will keep to a simpler presentation based on systems of equations.
For a given program 𝑃, safety analysis computes an approximation ⟦ ⟧u� ∶
(Expr ∪ Var) → 2u�̂ that maps program subexpressions and variable bindings
into a set of abstract values. This approximation is specified by a set of setinclusion restrictions. The reason the approximation depends on 𝑃 is that
safety analysis is a form of whole-program analysis. The approximations for
the function values depend on what are the λ-abstractions in the original
source code of 𝑃.
Each subexpression in 𝑃 produces one or more set-inclusion restrictions,
which can be read as a series of “flows-to” relations between subexpressions
in the program. The full list of rules is shown in Fig. 20. For each boolean
literal subexpression 𝑏 in 𝑃, a {bool} ⊆ ⟦𝑏⟧u� constraint is generated, for each
function literal subexpression λ𝑥. 𝑒, a {λ𝑥} ⊆ ⟦λ𝑥. 𝑒⟧u� constraint is generated
and so on.
If a solution exists for the system of equations that safely analysis produces
for 𝑃 then the safety constraints will be satisfied, which allows us to say that
the program is provably safe. If there are no solutions then the program is
deemed potentially unsafe.
Proof sketch for the correctness of Safety Analysis
To prove that the system of equations is a sound approximation of the evaluation of the program we must show that if a subexpression 𝑒 may evaluate to
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a value 𝑣 during the evaluation of the program, then we must have 𝑣̂ ∈ ⟦𝑒⟧u� .
That is, if 𝑒 evaluates to a boolean then we must have bool ∈ ⟦𝑒⟧u� and if 𝑒
evaluates to a function λ𝑥.𝑒 then we must have λ𝑥 ∈ ⟦𝑒⟧u� . For variables we
also need to prove a similar property: if a variable 𝑥 may be bound to a value
𝑣 at some point of the program execution, then 𝑣,̂ the abstraction of that value,
must be a member of ⟦𝑥⟧u� .
The evaluation of the program can be represented by a derivation tree
built using the big-step semantics of the language we are using. The proof of
soundness analysis can be found via an induction on these evaluation trees.

4.2.1

Softening the Safety Analysis

Similar to what happened in our exposition of Fagan’s type system, our
initial version of safety analysis is not suitable as a soft type checker because
it does not pinpoint which operations are the potentially unsafe ones, if any
such operations exist. One way to soften the type system is to ignore the
safety constraints when solving the system of equations, using only the basic
constraints and connecting constraints for that. Without the safety constraints,
there is always at least one solution to the system, the supremum solution that
assumes that all values may flow to all program locations.
What the soft type checker then does is compute the least solution for the
system of inequalities without the safety constraints (considering a partial
ordering based on set inclusion) and check if that least solution also happens
to satisfy the safety constraints. Each satisfied safety constraint corresponds to
a provably safe operation and each unsatisfied safety constraint corresponds
to an unsafe operation. For an unsatisfied constraint 𝐴 ⊈ 𝐵, if 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 ≠ ∅
then the operation is potentially unsafe. If 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 = ∅ then the operation is
provably unsafe.

4.2.2

Finding Solutions For the System of Constraints

It is possible to find a minimal solution for the system of equations from 0CFA
in 𝑂(𝑛3 ) time via an iterative process that starts by assigning the empty set
to every variable and proceeds by relaxing constraints until a fixed point is
reached [38; 40; 41]. However, for our purposes it suffices to show that a least
solution exists and that an algorithm can find it, no matter how inneficiently.
Since the intersection of two solutions is also a solution, the intersection of
all solutions will be the least solution. This least solution must exist because
the set of solutions is non-empty (the supremum solution is always there).
Finally, since the search space for the constraint system is finite (the number of
variables is finite, as is the number of primitive types and lambda abstractions)
it is possible to enumerate all the solutions to the system by brute force, which
will end up finding the least solution.
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4.2.3

A Concrete Example of 0CFA

To demonstrate 0CFA in action, we ideally want a program using higher order
functions. One of the simplest ones that fits that description is the following:
𝑃 = ((λ𝑖𝑑. ((𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) true)) (λ𝑥. 𝑥))
The 0CFA constraint system and the least solution for this program are shown
in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22. To find out if the soft type system emits warnings for
this program we check the operations that may potentially raise runtime
errors, which are the three function applications: (𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑), ((𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) 1) and
((λ𝑖𝑑. (…))(λ𝑥. 𝑥)).
1. The first function application, (𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑), is provably safe because ⟦𝑖𝑑⟧u� =
{λ𝑥} only contains functions.
2. The second function application, ((𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) 1), is potentially unsafe because the flow analysis concludes that the 𝑖𝑑 function could return either
functions or booleans so (𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) is not guaranteed to be a function.
3. The third function application is provably safe because ⟦(λ𝑖𝑑.(…))⟧u� =
{λ𝑖𝑑} only contains functions.
In this particular example, the program evaluates without errors and the
warning from the potentially unsafe operation is a false positive caused by
0CFA inferring monomorphic types for all identifiers.

4.2.4

Interpreting 0CFA as a Type System

0CFA computes set approximations that range over labeled function expressions. This is not very similar to typical type systems, where function types
are described by the types of their domains and codomains. While keeping track of the function labels is necessary for approximating the program
control flow graph and is also helpful for providing helpful error messages,
this level of detail is not needed if we only want to report which operations
are provably safe and which are not. For this, it suffices to determine what
expressions may evaluate to booleans, what expressions may evaluate to
functions (any function at all), and what expressions may evaluate to some
combination of both. Palsberg and O’Keefe show [32] that the simply-typed
lambda calculus with recursive types and subtyping [42] is equivalent to
0CFA, in that it will statically type the same programs that 0CFA accepts
without any warnings.
However, this will be useful mostly just as a comparison to other soft type
systems. There are no unification-based type inference algorithms for the
simply-typed lambda calculus with recursive types and subtyping [43] so
the only way to infer the types is to compute the 0CFA approximation and
then translate it to the type-system formulation (or use another equivalent
algorithm).
Type 𝑇 ::= bool | 𝑇1 → 𝑇2 | 𝛼 | 𝜇𝛼.𝑇 | ⊥ | ⊤
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bool ∈ ⟦1⟧u�

λ𝑥 ∈ ⟦(λ𝑥.𝑥)⟧u�

If λ𝑥 ∈ ⟦𝑖𝑑⟧u� then
⟦𝑖𝑑⟧u� ⊆ ⟦𝑥⟧u�
⟦𝑥⟧u� ⊆ ⟦(𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑)⟧u�
If λ𝑥 ∈ ⟦(𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑)⟧u� then
⟦1⟧u� ⊆ ⟦𝑥⟧u�
⟦𝑥⟧u� ⊆ ⟦((𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) 1)⟧u�
If λ𝑥 ∈ ⟦(λ𝑖𝑑.(…))⟧u� then
⟦(λ𝑥.𝑥)⟧u� ⊆ ⟦𝑥⟧u�
⟦𝑥⟧u� ⊆ ⟦((λ𝑖𝑑.(…))(λ𝑥.𝑥))⟧u�

λ𝑖𝑑 ∈ ⟦(λ𝑖𝑑.(…))⟧u�

If λ𝑖𝑑 ∈ ⟦𝑖𝑑⟧u� then
⟦𝑖𝑑⟧u� ⊆ ⟦𝑖𝑑⟧u�
⟦((𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) 1)⟧u� ⊆ ⟦(𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑)⟧u�
If λ𝑖𝑑 ∈ ⟦(𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑)⟧u� then
⟦1⟧u� ⊆ ⟦𝑖𝑑⟧u�
⟦((𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) 1)⟧u� ⊆ ⟦((𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) 1)⟧u�
If λ𝑖𝑑 ∈ ⟦(λ𝑖𝑑.(…))⟧u� then
⟦(λ𝑥.𝑥)⟧u� ⊆ ⟦𝑖𝑑⟧u�
⟦((𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) 1)⟧u� ⊆ ⟦((λ𝑖𝑑.(…))(λ𝑥.𝑥))⟧u�

Figure 21 – Constraint system for the example program 𝑃
⟦1⟧u�
⟦𝑥⟧u�
⟦𝑖𝑑⟧u�
⟦(λ𝑥.𝑥)⟧u�
⟦(𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑)⟧u�
⟦((𝑖𝑑 𝑖𝑑) 1)⟧u�
⟦(λ𝑖𝑑.(…))⟧u�
⟦((λ𝑖𝑑.(…))(λ𝑥.𝑥))⟧u�

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

{bool}
{bool, λ𝑥}
{λ𝑥}
{λ𝑥}
{bool, λ𝑥}
{bool, λ𝑥}
{λ𝑖𝑑}
{bool, λ𝑥}

Figure 22 – Result of 0CFA for the example program 𝑃

4.3

Unification-based vs Flow-based Soft Typing

There are two main advantages for unification-based algorithms. The first one
has to do with performance. While unification-based type inference has exponential worst case runtime in the presence of parametric polymorphism [23],
in practice unification-based inference is has almost linear runtime [22; 24].
Another positive feature of unification-based algorithms is that they infer the
most general type for each expression, which allows for an easy implementation of parametric polymorphism and separate compilation of modules.
Inference algorithms based on control flow analysis take more time to
run (worst case cubic time and often at least quadratic time), specially once
polymorphism is added (some variations of flow-based-analysis, such as
1CFA, have exponential time complexity). Control flow analysis is also a
form of global program analysis and therefore does not easily lend itself to
separate compilation. Flanagan had to introduce contraint-simplification
heuristics to make it feasible to run his flow-based inference algorithm on
programs with many modules [44].
That said, an advantage of control-flow analysis is that it can be more
accurate than unification-based analysis. Type information only flows in a
forward direction, unlike what happens in unification algorithms, where the
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Figure 23 – Flow-based inference can point out the origins of the values that
may cause potential runtime exceptions
ubiquitous presence of equality constraints means that type information can
flow both ways.
This additional accuracy also allow control-flow analysis to give more
understandable error messages. While error messages in unification-based
inference algorithms only mention that the inferred types for two things
do not match (which does not always point towards the real cause of the
problem), flow-based analysis can often pinpoint the precise reason for a
type mismatch. For example, the GUI for the MrSpidey typechecker can
display an “inference-trace” that graphically displays what values flow into
a given expression, as shown in Fig. 23. Another example not related to
soft typing is the Helium compiler for Haskell [45]. Helium is focused on
educational applications and uses a flow-based type inference algorithm to
generate error messages that are more easily understandable than the messages typically generated by Haskell compilers. Heeren’s thesis on Helium
includes a good explanation on why flow-based type inference can lead to
better error messages [46].

4.4

Success Types

According to Felleisen, who during his time at Rice university was part of
many research groups working on soft-typing systems for Scheme, the softtyping experiment was a failure [29]. According to him, the soft typing
systems for Scheme had a tendency to infer very large and complex types,
which resulted in error messages that were very difficult to comprehend. It
was also hard to know just from reading the error message, what fix should be
applied to the program. Programmers would often ignore the error messages
from the soft-typing engine and fall back to using a traditional debugger to
step through the buggy program.
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However, there is one soft-typing system that has managed to achieve
some form of success outside academia. Dialyzer, the DIscrepancy AnalYZer
for ERlang, is a static analyzer for the Erlang programming language based
on soft-typing principles [47]. Dialyzer is very popular among Erlang programmers and, according to a 2008 survey, it was the most used tool for
testing or statically-analyzing Erlang programs [48]. Dialyzer is currently
bundled with the standard Erlang/OTP distribution [49] and is also covered
in introductory books for Erlang [50].
What did Dialyzer do differently from other soft typing systems to achieve
this status? The distinctive feature of Dialyzer is that, unlike other soft-typing
systems, it does not create warnings for potentially unsafe operations. It only
outputs warning messages for operations that are provably unsafe. One of
the main reasons for this is to avoid overwhelming the programmer with
a large number of error messages for potentially unsafe operations that are
actually perfectly safe. According to the Dialyzer developers, if there are
too many of these “false alarms”, programmers will avoid using the static
analysis tool [51].
To justify the unusual error-reporting strategy behind Dialyzer, Lindahl
and Sagonas introduced the concept of success typings [47]. The purpose of
traditional type systems is to rule out all programs that go wrong. On the
other hand, the purpose of success types is to rule in all programs that go
right.
Definition (Success Typings). A success typing of a function 𝑓 is a type
signature 𝛼 → 𝛽, such that whenever an application (𝑓 𝑥) reduces to a value
𝑣, then 𝑣 is a 𝛽 and 𝑥 is an 𝛼.
In a traditional type system if a function 𝑓 has the type 𝛼 → 𝛽, it means
that if given an 𝛼 as input, it will certainly return a 𝛽. On the other hand, in a
success-typing framework if a function 𝑓 has the type 𝛼 → 𝛽, it means that it
is guaranteed to go wrong if it receives an input that is not an 𝛼 and that it
never returns a value that is not a 𝛽.
If we look at types as sets of values, the traditional type of an expression
is a conservative subset of the values that expression may evaluate to, with
the goal of ensuring that no well-typed programs go wrong. Success types
are the other way around. The success type of an expression is a conservative
superset of the values that expression may evaluate to, with the goal of
ensuring that all programs that go right are well-typed.
One consequence of the success-typing approach is that in a type system
based on success types, every function can be assigned the type any → any,
where any is the Top type in Dializer’s type system. While giving a function
this permissive type will never detect an unsafe application of it, it allows
Dialyzer to analyze a module even if the definitions of some of the functions
it is using are unknown. Meanwhile, the equivalent trivial function type in a
traditional type system is ⊥ → ⊤, which is not very useful because a function
with this type cannot be applied to any inputs.
Success-typing also offers a solution to the problem of large types resulting
in complex and incomprehensible error messages. If during the type inference
process the type of that term gets too big and complicated, Dialyzer relaxes
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the type of that term to any 1 . This choice of a less precise type causes more
operations to be classified as potentially unsafe. However, in a success-typing
framework this is not as big of problem as it is for traditional type systems. In
a traditional type system, increasing the set of potentially unsafe programs
increases the chance that a perfectly functioning program will be rejected by
the type system, which forces the programmer to adapt the program just to
appease the type systems. To avoid this, type system designers have a strong
incentive to make their types as powerful and flexible as they can. On the
other hand, in a success-typing framework making types less precise will
just cause some provably unsafe operations to stop being detected. The type
system designer has more freedom to make tradeofs between the accuracy of
the type system and its simplicity and runtime efficiency.

1

Another reason why Dialyzer relaxes some inferred types to any is to ensure that its
inference algorithm terminates, by preventing inferred types from growing infinitely
large.
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5 Type Specifiers in Common LISP
In this chapter, we discuss the type declaration system in Common LISP [52],
which was one of the first dynamic languages with a system for optional type
annotations. Differently from the more recent uses of types for dynamic languages, in Common LISP the type annotation system was primarily meant as
an aid for program optimization, since at the time computers had very limited
processing power and program efficiency was a very important concern.
We first describe how Common LISP uses type declarations to guide
compiler optimizations and then discuss the effect that they have on the
language semantics and how Common LISP sacrifices soundness in the name
of these optimizations.

5.1

Specialized operations in Common LISP

One approach dynamic languages can take to allow programmers to extract
extra performance in hot code paths is to provide type-specialized operations
that skip runtime checks. For example, in MACLISP the +$, -$, *$ and
/$ operators are specialized for floating-point numbers [53]. In the following MACLISP program, which computes the discriminant of the quadratic
formula, these operators will be compiled down to efficient floating-point
arithmetic instructions without any runtime tag checks. It is the responsibility of the programmer to ensure that the discriminant function only
receives floating-point inputs because the behavior of the type-specialized
operators is undefined if they receive non-floating-point inputs.
(defun discriminant (a b c)
(-$ (*$ b b) (*$ 4.0 a c)))
The Common LISP language standard descended from MACLISP and
also supports type-specialized operations [52]. However, instead of providing specialized operations for every possible type and combination of types
(single-precision and double-precision floats, fixed-width integers, rational
numbers, etc.) in Common LISP the only arithmetic operators are the generic
+,-,* and / operators. Specialization occurs through type-directed optimizations guided by type declarations. In the following program, the a, b and
c parameters are all declared to be single-precision floating-point numbers
and an optimizing Common LISP implementation is allowed to replace the
generic arithmetic operations with floating-point ones, just like what was
done by hand in the previous MACLISP example.
(defun discriminant (a b c)
(declare (single-float a b c))
(- (* b b) (* 4.0 a c)))
In addition to optimizing arithmetic expressions, type annotations in
Common LISP can also optimize a variety of other operations and data
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structures. The following program illustrates the use of type annotations in a
program that sums the elements of a 1000 by 1000 matrix:
(defvar my-matrix (make-array ’(1000 1000)
:element-type ’single-float
:initial-element 1.0s0))
(defun sum-elts (xs)
(declare (type (simple-array single-float (1000 1000))
↪ xs))
(let ((sum 0.0s0))
(declare (type single-float sum))
(dotimes (i 1000)
(dotimes (j 1000)
(incf sum (aref xs i j ))))
sum))
(format t ”~A~%” (sum-elts my-matrix))
The type specification in make-array allows for a more efficient, unboxed, memory representation for the array and the type declarations inside
sum-elts allow the compiler to use efficient floating-point arithmetic inside
the main loop. According to tests performed by Graham [54, page 221], the
version of the program with the type declarations runs an order of magnitude
faster than the version without them.

5.2

The effect of type annotations in Common LISP

Common LISP type annotations allow the programmer to specify to the
compiler their intent about the types in their code. This mainly affects the
program behavior in two ways: error detection and type-directed optimization. In this section we illustrate some of these properties of the Common LISP
type annotation system by providing some example programs and observing
how they behave. Since the Common LISP language specification does not
specify many aspects of the type system, we will not attempt to provide a
general semantics for type annotations and will limit ourselves to reporting
the behavior of a single Common LISP implementation. We chose Steel Bank
Common LISP (SBCL) version 1.3 [55] because it allowed us to showcase
undefined behavior and other observable effects of type annotations. All our
tests were run on 64 bit Debian Linux.

5.2.1

Error detection

Common LISP implementations are allowed to produce type errors if the
type annotations the programmer provides do no match. We can see this in
the two programs in Fig. 24, which SBCL 1.3 refuses to run due to static type
errors.
Common LISP implementations can also insert runtime type checks to
verify the validity of type declarations that are not verifiable at compile time.
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Function where Int is expected
(defun foo
(declare
(declare
(+ a b))

(a b)
(function a))
(fixnum b))
;; <– ”a” is not a number

Int where Function is expected
(defun foo
(declare
(declare
(funcall

(f x)
(fixnum f))
(fixnum x))
f x)) ;; <– ”f” is not a function

Figure 24 – Compile-Time Type Errors in Common LISP
(defun add1 (x)
(declare (fixnum x))
(+ x 1))
(format t ”~A~%” (add1 1 )) ;; Prints ”2”
(format t ”~A~%” (add1 1.0)) ;; Runtime TYPE-ERROR
Figure 25 – Runtime Type Errors in Common LISP
This is demonstrated in the program in Fig. 25, where the (add1 1.0)
function call raises a runtime type error. Note that this error was not detected
at compile time because the type declaration for x only affects the body of
add1.
There are some limits to Common LISP’s type checking, however. One
notable one is that the input and return types are ignored when comparing
two function types. As shown in Fig. 26, the type checker considers the types
of integer and floating-point numbers to be incompatible but does not do the
same when the type declarations are for functions over these incompatible
types.

5.2.2

Type-directed optimization

Although Common LISP type declarations can be used for error checking
and documentation, these were not the most important reasons why type declarations were added to Common LISP. According to Guy Steele’s Overview
of Common LISP [52], the primary motivation behind type declarations was
their use in type-directed compiler optimizations:
A type declaration facility is provided by which the user can advise an optimizing compiler. [...] the user undertakes to guarantee
that the arguments will be of the specified type. Compiled code
may assume this or may perform runtime-checks to confirm the
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Contradictory number-type annotations
;; These declarations cause a compile-time error
(defun foo (x)
(declare (fixnum x))
(declare (single-float x))
x)
Contradictory function-type annotations
;; These declarations do not cause any errors
(defun bar (f)
(declare (ftype (function (fixnum) fixnum) f))
(declare (ftype (function (single-float) single-float)
↪
f))
f)
Figure 26 – Compile-Time Type Errors in Common LISP
declaration: in any case the compiler may be able to generate more
efficient code for the body of the function.
This focus on performance and the willingness to allow undefined behavior
in the cases if type annotations are not respected at runtime are the most
distinctive characteristics of Common LISP’s type annotation system. Since
Common LISP implementations are allowed to assume that type declarations
are always correct, programs mixing statically-typed and dynamically-typed
parts are susceptible to undefined behavior.
One example of such undefined behavior can be seen in Fig. 27. The
add-DD and add-FF functions simply add their two inputs together and the
only difference between them is that add-FF declares its inputs as floatingpoint numbers while add-DD is dynamically-typed (the default). According
to my tests, SBCL 1.3 prints the nonsensical 0.0 when integers are passed
to the add-FF function. The precise value of this wrong number is not
important. What is really important is that its existence indicates that when
SBCL is configured with a safety setting of zero the optimizer fully trusts the
type annotations and add-FF is compiled to blindly add its operands with
floating-point arithmetic and to always return a floating-point number.
Undefined behavior is not limited to incorrect arithmetic coercions. The
program in Fig. 28 attempts to access an invalid memory address when it
treats an integer as if it were a function pointer. The address of the memory
fault,0x7, is correlated to the value of 𝑥. In fact, the address is always equal
to 2𝑥 − 3, which likely has to do with the internal tagged representation for
fixnums and function pointers in SBCL.
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(declaim (optimize (safety 0)))
(defun add-DD (x y)
(+ x y))
(defun add-FF (x y)
(declare (single-float x y))
(+ x y))
;; add-DD performs dynamic arithmetic.
(format t ”~A~%” (add-DD 1
2 )) ;; 3
(format t ”~A~%” (add-DD 1.0 2.0)) ;; 3.0
;; add-FF returns nonsense floating-point numbers if its
↪
inputs are not of the declared type.
(format t ”~A~%” (add-FF 1
2 )) ;; 0.0 (wrong value)
(format t ”~A~%” (add-FF 1.0 2.0)) ;; 3.0
Figure 27 – Type Directed Optimization in Common LISP

Program
(declaim (optimize (safety 0) (speed 3)))
(defun foo (x)
(declare (function x))
(funcall x 0))
(format t ”~A~%” (foo 5))
Error message
CORRUPTION WARNING in SBCL pid 24990(tid 140737353897728):
Memory fault at 0x7 (pc=0x10039e0c6f, sp=0x7ffff2d1ecd0)
The integrity of this image is possibly compromised.
Exiting.
Figure 28 – Memory corruption in Common LISP
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6 Gradual Typing
It is very hard to design a type system or static analysis tool that can reason
about all the idioms that are commonly used in dynamically-typed programming languages [29; 56]. Because of this, one approach that has become very
popular recently is Gradual Typing [57–63], which is based on explicitly segregating programs in dynamically-typed and statically-typed sections. This
allows the programmer to leave the some parts of the program intentionally
untyped and gradually convert untyped code to typed code, one part at a
time.
In this chapter, we focus on one of the simplest gradually-typed systems,
the gradually-typed λ-calculus of Siek and Taha [57]. In Section 6.1 we cover
the blame calculus, a programming language that is ideal for studying the
mixing of static and dynamic typing, but which is too verbose to use directly.
In Section 6.2 we describe the gradually-typed λ-calculus in terms of the
blame calculus and in Section 6.3 we show the most important properties
that a gradual type system should follow. Finally, in Section 6.4 we briefly
discuss the challenges that need to be faced in order to create gradually-typed
languages with type systems that are more powerful than the simply-typed
one.

6.1

The Blame Calculus

The central idea of gradual typing is to allow programmers to write part of
their code in a dynamically-typed language and another part of their code in
a statically-typed dialect of that language, while still having them interact in
a sound manner. The meaning of this soundness is something that we will
explain soon, in Section 6.1.4.
One of the simplest model languages for this interaction between typed
and untyped code is the blame calculus of Wadler and Findler [64]. The blame
calculus is an intermediate language that makes the static and dynamic parts
of the program fully explicit. We will describe it in detail in the following
subsections.

6.1.1

Syntax of the Blame Calculus

We show the syntax for the Blame Calculus in Fig. 29. The statically-typed
part of the blame calculus is essentially the simply-typed λ-calculus. In our
presentation we use null and int as the base types, as they will suffice for
most of the examples we will use. To streamline the semantics and type
system we model arithmetic operations as function constants instead of as
primitive language operations.
Dynamic typing in the blame calculus is represented explicitly on top
of the statically-typed λ-calculus using a variant record, a technique we
mentioned in Section 3.1.2. Tagged values have the dynamic type ⋆ and are
written (Dynu� 𝑣). The tag 𝐺 is a ground type, which can be a base type (null
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Type syntax
Base Type
𝐵
Type
𝑇
Ground Type 𝐺

::= null | int
::= 𝐵 | 𝑇1 → 𝑇2 | ⋆
::= 𝐵 | ⋆ → ⋆

Term syntax
Var
Function
Integer
Primitive Functions
Constant
Blame Label
Expr

𝑥
𝑓
𝑛
𝑘
𝑐
ℓ
𝑒

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, …
λ𝑇 ∶ 𝑥 . 𝑒
0, 1, 2, …
+, −, ×, ÷, ...
null | 0, 1, 2, … | 𝑘
ℓ1 , ℓ2 , …
𝑐 | 𝑥 | 𝑓 | (Dynu� 𝑒) | (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) | ⟨𝑇2 ⇐ 𝑇1 ⟩ℓ 𝑒

Figure 29 – Syntax of the blame calculus
or int) or the type of dynamic functions, ⋆ → ⋆. These are the types that can
be checked dynamically at runtime. The interface between statically-typed
and dynamically-typed parts of the language is bridged by explicit casts,
written ⟨𝑇2 ⇐ 𝑇1 ⟩ℓ . The label ℓ is unique for each cast and corresponds to
their position in the original program source code (line and column number).
Some examples and a lighter notation
The following program adds together a typed integer with another integer
that is wrapped inside a dynamic value. The addition operation uses prefix
notation because in the blame calculus addition is just a regular function of
two parameters.
let 𝑥 ∶ ⋆ = (Dynint 1) in
(+ 2 (⟨int ⇐ ⋆⟩ℓ 𝑥))
Note how all the variables are accompanied by explicit type annotations and
how there is an explicit difference between untagged, statically-typed numbers (such as 2) and tagged, dynamically-typed numbers (such as (Dynint 1)).
Function calls are statically-typed and dynamic values must be cast down to
untagged integers before they can be passed to arithmetic operations.
Since writing down all the Dyns and casts from ⋆ is very notationally
heavy, we will use Wadler’s ⌈ ⌉ notation to embed a more familiar-looking
untyped λ-calculus inside the blame calculus. The precise meaning of ⌈ ⌉ notation is described in Fig. 30. The ⌊ ⌋ notation is used as a form of quasi-quoting
to embed typed blame calculus expressions inside the untyped expressions.
Bracket notation is specially space-saving when there are many function calls
in the dynamically-typed parts of the code, as can be seen in the examples
in Fig. 31. Notice how a cast needs to be inserted to convert the typed 𝑖𝑛𝑐
function into a dynamic value and how that dynamic value needs to be casted
back to ⋆ → ⋆ when its called, to check if its really a function.
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⌈𝑥⌉ = 𝑥
⌈null⌉ = (Dynnull null)
⌈𝑛⌉ = (Dynint 𝑛)

⌈+⌉ = (Dyn⋆→⋆ ⟨⋆ → ⋆ → ⋆ ⇐ int → int → int⟩ +)

⌈λ𝑥. 𝑒⌉ = (Dyn⋆→⋆ λ𝑥 ∶ ⋆ . ⌈𝑒⌉)

⌈(𝑒1 𝑒2 )⌉ = ((⟨⋆ → ⋆ ⇐ ⋆⟩ ⌈𝑒1 ⌉) ⌈𝑒2 ⌉)
⌈⌊𝑒⌋⌉ = (Dynu� ⟨𝐺 ⇐ 𝑇⟩ 𝑒)
if 𝑒 ∶ 𝑇 and 𝐺 ∼ 𝑇
Figure 30 – Wadler’s ⌈⌉ notation
A program using ⌈⌉ notation
let 𝑖𝑛𝑐 = λ𝑥 ∶ int. (+ 𝑥 1) in
⌈(⌊𝑖𝑛𝑐⌋ null)⌉
A program without ⌈⌉ notation
let 𝑖𝑛𝑐 = λ𝑥. (+ 𝑥 1) in
((⟨⋆ → ⋆ ⇐ ⋆⟩ (Dyn⋆→⋆ ⟨⋆ → ⋆ ⇐ int → int⟩ 𝑖𝑛𝑡)) (Dynnull null))
Figure 31 – Example of ⌈⌉ notation

6.1.2

The Static Type System of the Blame Calculus

In Fig. 32 we show the typing rules for the blame calculus. The first group
of rules – var, const, lam and app – is responsible for typing the static parts
of blame calculus programs and is lifted straight from the simply-typed
λ-calculus. The only changes compared to the simply-typed calculus we
presented in Section 2.4 is that the const rule unifies the various rules for
typing literals under a single rule. The meta function TypeOf returns the type
of a given constant. For example, Typeof(1) = int and Typeof(+) = int →
int → int.
The second kind of rule is the dyn rule, which says that dynamic values
have the type ⋆. Note that the ⋆ type is just a regular variant type, except that
we use casts instead of case expressions to extract fields from it. In particular,
the ⋆ type is not a supertype of the other types, as would be found in a type
system with subtyping. This is a common source of confusion for people
being introduced to gradual typing, specially since many gradually-typed
languages call the ⋆ type by any, which suggests a set-subtyping relation.
Finally, the cast rule governs the transition between the typed and untyped
parts of the programs. The cast rule refers to a type consistency relation, written
∼. 𝑆 ∼ 𝑇 means that it is possible to make the types 𝑆 and 𝑇 equal to one
another by replacing all the occurrences of the dynamic type ⋆ in 𝑆 and 𝑇
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Typing rules Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝑇
var

lam

Γ(𝑥) = 𝑇

const

Γ⊢𝑥∶𝑇

Γ ⊢ 𝑐 ∶ TypeOf(𝑐)

Γ[𝑥 ← 𝑆] ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝑇
Γ ⊢ λ𝑥 ∶ 𝑆 . 𝑒 ∶ 𝑆 → 𝑇

dyn

app

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ∶ 𝑆 → 𝑇

Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ∶ 𝑆

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝑇

cast

Γ⊢𝑒∶𝐺
Γ ⊢ (Dynu� 𝑒) ∶ ⋆

Γ⊢𝑒∶𝑆

𝑆∼𝑇

Γ ⊢ ⟨𝑇 ⇐ 𝑆⟩ℓ 𝑒 ∶ 𝑇

Type consistency 𝑆 ∼ 𝑇
null ∼ null

int ∼ int

𝑇∼⋆

⋆∼𝑇

𝑆 ∼ 𝑆′

𝑇 ∼ 𝑇′

𝑆→𝑇

𝑆′ → 𝑇 ′

Figure 32 – Type system for the blame calculus
with appropriate types that do not contain ⋆.
The consistency relation rules out foolish casts at compile time, such as
⟨int ⇐ null⟩ . The only way to write a program that tries to use a null as
if it were an int is by casting to the dynamic type as an intermediate step:
⟨int ⇐ ⋆⟩ ⟨⋆ ⇐ null⟩ .
Type consistency is reflexive and symmetric but is not transitive. For
example, we have null ∼ ⋆ and ⋆ ∼ int but null ≁ int. Another thing to note
is that the consistency relation is not a subtyping relation. ∼ is covariant in
the first parameter of function types, unlike subtyping relations, which are
contravariant at that position.

6.1.3

Reduction Semantics of the Blame Calculus

The reduction semantics of the blame calculus is shown in Fig. 33. The
evaluation of the statically-typed parts is not surprising and the rules are the
same as they are in the simply-typed λ-calculus. The ⟦𝑘⟧ in the primop rule is
the mathematical function that denotes the meaning of the function constant.
For example, ⟦+⟧(1, 2) = 3.
The interesting part of the blame calculus semantics is in the rules governing the casts. In addition to the trivial id-cast rule, there are three kinds
of rule for casts: the rules for casting to ⋆, the rules for casting from ⋆, and
the rule for casting between function types.
Casting to the dynamic type
According to the base-to-dyn rule, casting a value of a base type to ⋆ consists
of wrapping it inside a tagged Dyn. The rule for casting functions to ⋆,
fun-to-dyn is slightly more complicated. We must first cast the function to
⋆ → ⋆ if it does not already have that type, because this is the only function
type that can be tested for by simply checking the type tag of the value. The
importance of this added cast will become clearer when we discuss casts
between function types.
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Casting from the dynamic type
The rules governing casts from the dynamic type are the dyn-to-t and cast-error
rules. As suggested by the name of the second rule, these casts from the
dynamic type are where runtime errors can possibly come from. The result
of a cast ⟨𝑇 ⇐ ⋆⟩ℓ (Dynu� 𝑣) will depend on whether the runtime type tag 𝐺
is compatible with the desired result type 𝑇.
If 𝐺 ≁ 𝑇, we abort the evaluation of the program, returning the error
blame ℓ. This error message contains the line and column number of the cast
in the original program that is responsible for the error that just occurred.
This blame tracking is important because stack traces are not sufficient to
pinpoint the true source of runtime type errors in the blame calculus. As we
will see later, casts between function types report their type errors when the
casted function is applied, not when the function cast is evaluated.
On the other hand, if 𝐺 ∼ 𝑇, the cast does not immediately fail. If 𝑇 is
a base type or the function type ⋆ → ⋆, then the cast succeeds and returns
the unwrapped value, after applying the id-cast rule once. On the other
hand, if 𝑇 is a function type that is not ⋆ → ⋆, then it is not possible to
immediately detect if the casts succeed or not. Instead, it is converted to
the cast ⟨𝑇 ⇐ ⋆ → ∗⟩ℓ 𝑣, which may fail at a later date, as will be explained
when we describe function casts. Note that the new cast contains the location
information ℓ from the old cast, so the error message will point to the correct
line and column number in case of a runtime type error.
Casts between function types
The only casts that are neither to or from the ⋆ type and that still respect
the consistency rule discussed in Section 6.1.2 are casts where a base type is
cast to itself or casts between function types. The first kind of cast succeeds
trivially. The second kind of cast is not so simple because it is impossible to
immediately tell if doing the cast will result in a runtime error. For example,
consider the following program, where a typed function 𝑔 is given an untyped
implementation 𝑓 :
let 𝑓 ∶ ⋆ → ⋆ = λ𝑦. ⌈(+ 1 ⌊𝑦⌋)⌉ in
let 𝑔 = ⟨int → int ⇐ ⋆ → ⋆⟩ℓ 𝑓 in
(𝑔 2)
By inserting the ⟨int → int ⇐ ⋆ → ⋆⟩ 𝑓 cast, the programmer is asserting
that if the untyped function 𝑓 receives an input that is an integer, then it will
return an output that is an integer. However, this assertion is undecidable
at compile time so the blame calculus must check at runtime that this belief
from the programmer actually holds. As shown in rule fun-to-fun, function
casts are evaluated into wrapper functions that perform runtime checks on
the inputs and outputs. In our case it will look like this:
⟨int → int ⇐ ⋆ → ⋆⟩ℓ 𝑓 ⟼
λ𝑥 ∶ int. ⟨int ⇐ ⋆⟩ℓ (𝑓 (⟨⋆ ⇐ int⟩ℓ 𝑥))
Note the presence of the ⟨int ⇐ ⋆⟩ℓ cast just before the wrapper returns. If 𝑓
ever returns a value that is not an integer then the program will be aborted
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Irreducible expressions
Value
Result

𝑣
𝑟

::=
::=

𝑐 | 𝑓 | (Dynu� 𝑣)
𝑣 | blame ℓ

Reduction contexts
Reduction context 𝐶

::=

[ ] | (Dynu� 𝐶) | (𝐶 𝑒) | (𝑣 𝐶) | ⟨𝑇2 ⇐ 𝑇1 ⟩ℓ 𝐶

Reduction rules 𝑒 → 𝑒 ∪ blame ℓ
(app)
(primop)

𝐶[((λ𝑥 ∶ 𝑇 . 𝑒) 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑒[𝑥 ← 𝑣]]
𝐶[(𝑘 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[⟦𝑘⟧(𝑣)]

(id-cast)

𝐶[⟨𝑇 ⇐ 𝑇⟩ℓ 𝑣] ⟼ 𝐶[𝑣]
⟨𝑆′

→

𝑇′

⇐𝑆→

𝑇⟩ℓ

𝑆′ . ⟨𝑇 ′

𝑇⟩ℓ

𝑣 ⟼λ𝑥 ∶
⇐
(𝑣 (⟨𝑆 ⇐
with 𝑥 ∉ 𝐹𝑉(𝑣)

𝑆′ ⟩ℓ

𝑥)) (fun-to-fun)
(base-to-dyn)

𝐶[⟨⋆ ⇐ 𝐵⟩ℓ 𝑣] ⟼ 𝐶[(Dynu� 𝑣)]
𝐶[⟨⋆ ⇐ 𝑆 → 𝑇⟩ℓ 𝑣] ⟼ 𝐶[(Dyn⋆→⋆ ⟨⋆ → ⋆ ⇐ 𝑆 → 𝑇⟩ℓ 𝑣)]
𝐶[⟨𝑇 ⇐ ⋆⟩ℓ (Dynu� 𝑣)] ⟼ 𝐶[⟨𝑇 ⇐ 𝐺⟩ℓ 𝑣]
𝐶[⟨𝑇 ⇐ ⋆⟩ℓ (Dynu� 𝑣)] ⟼ blame ℓ

(fun-to-dyn)

if 𝐺 ∼ 𝑇

if 𝐺 ≁ 𝑇

(dyn-to-t)
(cast-error)

Figure 33 – Reduction semantics for the blame calculus
and the original cast will be the one blamed because the casts in the wrapper
function contain the location information of the original cast. This blame
tracking means that the error messages for type errors do not point to the
place in the program where they occur, as typically happens when a dynamic
language aborts and shows a stack trace. Instead, type errors point toward
the cast whose assertion was violated.
The cast at the start of the wrapper function is for when we pass a typed
function to an untyped context. For example, in the following program we
have a ⟨⋆ ⇐ int → int⟩ cast instead of a ⟨int → int ⇐ ⋆ → ⋆⟩ one.
let 𝑓 ∶ int → int = λ𝑦. (+ 1 𝑦) in
let 𝑔 ∶ ⋆ = ⟨⋆ ⇐ int → int⟩ℓ 𝑓 in
⌈(𝑔 2)⌉
This time, the assertion the programmer is making is that the untyped function 𝑔 will always receive inputs that are integers. The purpose of the check
at the start of the wrapper created by the function-type cast is to detect at
runtime if this assumption is violated.

6.1.4

Soundness of the blame calculus

The most basic statement of soundness for the blame calculus is the same
kind of statement that is made for the simply-typed λ-calculus and for the
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dynamically-typed λ-calculus: well-typed programs don’t go wrong. In the
blame calculus this translates to the following type safety theorem:
Theorem (Type-safety of the Blame Calculus). Let 𝑒 be a well-typed term in the
blame calculus. One of the following holds:
• 𝑒 →∗ 𝑣
• 𝑒 →∗ blame ℓ, for some blame label ℓ in 𝑒
• the evaluation of 𝑒 diverges
A proof of this type safety can be found in most papers introducing a
gradual type system. For instance, Siek and Taha’s original gradual typing
paper [57].
There are also other more advanced soundness theorems that we do not
ennunciate formally also assign a direction to the blame in addition to a
location [65; 66]. Informally, when a cast error occurs in a function call, blame
may be assigned either to the caller (which passed an invalid value to the
function) or to the function (which returned an invalid result to the caller).
With this sense of direction these soundness theorems manage to say that in
a program mixing statically-typed and untyped code, blame will always lie
on the untyped side.

6.2

A Surface Syntax for the Blame Calculus

Wadler’s blame calculus works very well as a low-level language for mixing
statically-typed and dynamically-typed programming. However it is too
verbose to use on a day to day basis. In this section, we present Siek and
Taha’s gradually-typed λ-calculus [57], which is a programmer-facing syntax
for the blame calculus.
Fig. 34 describes the syntax of the gradually-typed λ-calculus and a set
of rules for converting gradually-typed programs into the blame calculus.
These rules simultaneously fulfill the role of a type system and a semantics.
A gradually-typed program is considered well-typed if it can be converted
to the blame calculus. Evaluating a gradually-typed program consists of
converting it to its blame calculus equivalent and evaluating that program.
Marking sections as typed or untyped in the gradually-typed calculus is
just a matter of adding optional type annotations to variable declarations.
Omitting a type declaration by writing (λ𝑥. 𝑒) is equivalent to writing (λ𝑥 ∶
⋆ . 𝑒). If a variable declaration is annotated then that variable is staticallytyped and if a variable has no type annotation then it has the dynamic type ⋆.
Other gradually-typed languages may use type inference to decide the type
of unannotated variables instead of always using ⋆. However, this can result
in the type system eagerly rejecting a program that would have executed
correctly had the variables been typed with ⋆.
The more interesting rules in the conversion process are the rules for
converting function applications. These are the rules that insert the type casts
that the blame calculus expects, which is also why the function applications
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Syntax of the surface language
Var
Function
Integer
Primitive Functions
Constant
Blame Label
Expr

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

𝑥
𝑓
𝑛
𝑘
𝑐
ℓ
𝑒

𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, …
λ𝑥 ∶ 𝑇 . 𝑒
0, 1, 2, …
+, −, ×, ÷, ...
null | 0, 1, 2, … | 𝑘
ℓ1 , ℓ2 , …
𝑐 | 𝑥 | 𝑓 | (𝑒1 𝑒2 )ℓ

Optional type annotations
λ𝑥. 𝑒 is syntactic sugar for λ𝑥 ∶ ⋆ . 𝑒.
Conversion to the blame calculus Γ ⊢ 𝑒 ↪ 𝑒′ ∶ 𝑇
const

var

Γ(𝑥) = 𝑇

TypeOf(𝑐) = 𝑇

Γ⊢𝑥↪𝑥∶𝑇

Γ⊢𝑐↪𝑐∶𝑇

app-no-check

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ↪ 𝑒1′ ∶ (𝑆 → 𝑇)

lam

Γ[𝑥 ← 𝑆] ⊢ 𝑒 ↪ 𝑒′ ∶ 𝑇

Γ ⊢ λ𝑥 ∶ 𝑆 . 𝑒 ↪ λ𝑥 ∶ 𝑆 . 𝑒′ ∶ (𝑆 → 𝑇)
Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ↪ 𝑒2′ ∶ 𝑆

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 )ℓ ↪ (𝑒1 𝑒2 ) ∶ 𝑇
app-check-arg

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ↪ 𝑒1′ ∶ (𝑆 → 𝑇)

Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ↪ 𝑒2′ ∶ 𝑆′

𝑆 ≠ 𝑆′

𝑆 ∼ 𝑆′

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 )ℓ ↪ (𝑒1 (⟨𝑆 ⇐ 𝑆′ ⟩ℓ 𝑒2 )) ∶ 𝑇
app-check-fun

Γ ⊢ 𝑒1 ↪ 𝑒1′ ∶ ⋆

Γ ⊢ 𝑒2 ↪ 𝑒2′ ∶ 𝑆

Γ ⊢ (𝑒1 𝑒2 )ℓ ↪ ((⟨𝑆 → ⋆ ⇐ ⋆⟩ℓ 𝑒1 ) 𝑒2 ) ∶ ⋆
Figure 34 – A high-level syntax convertible to the blame calculus
are identified by labels, for blame-tracking purposes. There are two cases
that matter when converting a function application (𝑓 𝑥)ℓ .
The first case is when the type of 𝑓 is a function type. In this case, a cast
is inserted to convert the input to the domain type of the function. If the
two types are equal then the application is fully statically-typed and the
cast is not actually needed, as shown in Rule app-no-check. Otherwise, Rule
app-check-arg applies.
The second possibility for function applications is that the function has
the dynamic type ⋆. In this case, the cast is inserted at the function instead of
at the parameter, per the app-check-func rule.
If the type of the function parameter is a base type then the program cannot
be converted to the blame calculus and is considered ill-typed. Similarly, a
program where a function receives an input that is not compatible with its
domain type according to the ∼ relation is also ill-typed.
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Properties of Gradually-Typed Systems

In Section 6.2 we describe a gradually-typed programming language but
we do not say much about what can be deduced from its type system and
evaluation semantics. In this section, we will fill this void by describing three
properties that define what it means to be gradually-typed. These properties
are the simulation of fully-typed and fully-untyped calculi, the soundness of
the blame tracking, and the gradual guarantee, that describes what happens as
type annotations are added or removed from a program [67].

6.3.1 Gradual Typing is a Superset of Static and Dynamic Typing
The first important property of a gradually-typed language is that for fully
annotated programs it should behave like a statically-typed language, and
for fully un-annotated programs it would behave like a dynamically-typed
language. If a program is fully annotated with type declarations, evaluating
it should never result in a runtime type error. On the flip side, if the program
has no type annotations, then it should be as flexible as a dynamic calculus.
In the case of the gradually-typed λ-calculus of Siek and Taha, this means
that fully annotated programs should behave exactly as the simply-typed
λ-calculus and fully un-annotated programs should behave exactly like the
dynamically-typed λ-calculus.
The fully annotated case can be formalized in the following theorem. ⊢u�
and ⊢u� are the typing judgments for the gradually-typed and simply-typed
calculi, respectively. ⇓u� and ⇓u� are their big-step evaluation relations.
Theorem (Equivalence to the simply-typed λ-calculus). For every program 𝑒
in the statically-typed λ-calculus it holds that:
• ⊢u� 𝑒 ∶ 𝑇 if and only if ⊢u� 𝑒 ∶ 𝑇
• 𝑒 ⇓u� 𝑣 if and only if 𝑒 ⇓u� 𝑣
The proof of this theorem is easy to demonstrate. When every term
is annotated with static types that do not contain ⋆, the translation from
the gradually-typed λ-calculus to the blame calculus never inserts any type
casts (as is determined by the app-no-check rule). The fragment of the blame
calculus without any type casts has precisely the same evaluation and typing
rules as the simply-typed λ-calculus.
The equivalence of the dynamically-typed case is slightly more subtle.
We must convert all literals to the dynamic type, to avoid ever raising a
static type error. Since our syntax for the surface language does have a cast
operator to convert numeric literals to the ⋆ type, the theorem instead shows
the equivalence between the dynamically-typed λ-calculus and the dynamic
fragment of the blame calculus. The ⌈ ⌉ operation is the same one described
in Section 6.1. ⇓u� and ⇓u� are the big step evaluation relations for the blame
calculus and the dynamically-typed λ-calculus, respectively.
Theorem (Equivalence to the dynamically-typed λ-calculus). For every program 𝑒 in the dynamically-typed λ-calculus it holds that:
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• ⊢u� ⌈𝑒⌉ ∶ ⋆
• 𝑒 ⇓u� 𝑣 if and only if 𝑒 ⇓u� 𝑣
The proof of this theorem is slightly more involved than the proof for
the static case and we omit it for brevity. It can be found in Siek and Taha’s
original gradual typing paper [57].

6.3.2 Soundness of the Interaction Between Static and Dynamic Typing
As we previously discussed in Section 6.1.4, a gradually-typed system should
be type sound and it should also guarantee that the more typed parts of the
program are not to blame for any type errors.
The type safety ensures that the interaction between typed and untyped
code never results in undefined behavior. The purpose of the blame tracking
is to guarantee that the types written by the programmer are respected. This
is what separates full gradually-typed systems from optionally typed systems
that use a similar type system with dynamic types and the consistency relation, but without adding runtime checks to the boundaries between typed
and untyped code.

6.3.3

The Gradual Guarantee

The third final important property of a gradually-typed system concerns with
how program behaves after after type annotations are added to them. The
main objective of gradual typing is to allow untyped programs to be gradually
transitioned into typed programs and it is important that this process can
happen in a sound and predictable manner.
Adding a type annotation should never change the result evaluating the
program, except that the extra type annotation may cause the program to
start raising a runtime error it did not raise before. If the program with
the additional type annotation does not raise a runtime type error when
evaluated then its result should be the same as the program without the type
annotation.
To be able to formally formulate the Gradual Guarantee, we first define
what it means for a program to be more precisely typed than another. In
Fig. 35, we define a pair of relations 𝑇1 ⊑ 𝑇2 and 𝑒1 ⊑ 𝑒2 that define what it
means for a type 𝑇1 to be more static than 𝑇2 and what it means for a program
𝑒1 to be more statically-typed than another program 𝑒2 .
With the ⊑ relations at our disposal, we define the Gradual Guarantee as
follows:
Theorem (Gradual Guarantee). Given a pair of programs 𝑒 and 𝑒′ , where 𝑒 ⊑ 𝑒′
and ⊢ 𝑒 ∶ 𝑇, the following hold:
• ⊢ 𝑒′ ∶ 𝑇 ′ and 𝑇 ⊑ 𝑇 ′
• If 𝑒 ⇓ 𝑣 then 𝑒′ ⇓ 𝑣′ and 𝑣 ⊑ 𝑣′
• If 𝑒 diverges then 𝑒′ diverges.
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Type Precision 𝑇1 ⊑ 𝑇2
null ⊑ null

int ⊑ int

𝑇⊑⋆

𝑆 ⊑ 𝑆′

𝑇 ⊑ 𝑇′

𝑆 → 𝑇 ⊑ 𝑆′ → 𝑇 ′

Term Precision 𝑒1 ⊑ 𝑒2
𝑥⊑𝑥

𝑐⊑𝑐

𝑇1 ⊑ 𝑇 2

𝑒1 ⊑ 𝑒 2

λ𝑥 ∶ 𝑇1 . 𝑒1 ⊑ λ𝑥 ∶ 𝑇2 . 𝑒2

𝑒1 ⊑ 𝑒1′

𝑒2 ⊑ 𝑒2′

(𝑒1 𝑒2 )ℓ ⊑ (𝑒1′ 𝑒2′ )ℓ

Figure 35 – Type-precision relations
• if 𝑒′ ⇓ 𝑣′ then either 𝑒 ⇓ 𝑣, with 𝑣 ⊑ 𝑣′ or 𝑒 ⇓ blame ℓ
• if 𝑒′ diverges then either 𝑒 diverges or 𝑒 ⇓ blame ℓ
It is possible to show, using the Blame Theorem, that the gradually-typed
λ-calculus offers the Gradual Guarantee. However, for languages with more
complex type systems, it is not hard to violate this guarantee, even if the
language designer has the best intentions from the start.
One example of a language feature that would violate the Gradual Guarantee is a try-catch statement that can handle runtime type errors. If the
runtime errors from the type casts don’t immediately abort the execution
of the program it is possible to write a typed program that evaluates to
something different than its untyped equivalent.
A second example of a language feature that can violate the Gradual
Guarantee is a === operator for equality testing via object-identity. With this
operation, it might be possible to tell apart a function and a version of the
same function that is wrapped by a higher-order cast [68].

6.4

Challenges for Gradual-Typing

The gradually-typed calculus of Siek and Taha guarantees that blame is assigned in a sound manner and also upholds the Gradual Guarantee. However,
doing this is not as easy once the gradually-typed language starts having
a type system that is more advanced than the simply-typed one. And in
addition to the problem of just providing blame tracking for advanced type
system features, there is also the problem of doing so in a performant manner.
One example of a type system feature that is not easy to integrate with
gradual typing is parametric polymorphism. In a statically-typed language,
the type system can guarantee relational parametricity (theorems for free) at
compilation time and erase all type information during execution. On the
other hand, a gradually-typed system must provide some way to dynamically enforce relational parametricity, in case a statically-typed function with
parametric types is given a dynamically-typed implementation. Ahmed et al
show that it is possible to do this by inserting opaque wrappers around values
with parametric types [69]. However, it is not yet clear if these wrappers are
viable in practical languages.
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Mutable objects and data structures are another example of a language
feature that is not easy to implement in a gradually-typed setting. To prevent
object invariants from being violated by dynamically-typed code, staticallytyped objects that are passed to dynamically-typed functions must be wrapped
in a wrapper that only allows the dynamically-typed code to perform reads,
not writes.
Recursive types also present a problem. It only takes a single tag check to
verify whether a dynamic value is an integer but it might take an arbitrarily
large number of checks to verify that a dynamic value is a list of integers.
In an effort to sidestep this issue, some gradually-typed languages sacrifice
the expression-level granularity present in Siek’s gradually-typed calculus in
exchange for simplifying the blame tracking. The poster child of this approach
is the Typed Racket programming language [65; 70]. In Typed Racket, gradual
typing happens at the granularity of whole modules. Typed Racket modules
can interact with regular untyped Racket modules but a single module must
be either fully typed or fully untyped. What Typed Racket gains from this
restriction is that the typed modules are allowed to use many type system
features that are hard to gradually-type, such as parametric polymorphism.
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7 Optional Typing
In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 we had a look at type systems based on optional
type annotations, both of which use type annotations to influence the runtime
behavior of the program. In Common LISP’s case the type annotations aid
aggressive compiler optimizations (which are observable when undefined behavior is triggered) while in gradually-typed languages the type annotations
are used to insert powerful runtime assertions and blame tracking. However,
there is a third path that can be taken in a system with type annotations,
which is to simply ignore them at runtime and only use them for tooling and
other compiler diagnostics. This approach is commonly known as Optional
Typing, a term coined by Gilad Bracha [71], whose Strongtalk [72] was one of
the first type systems intentionally designed to have type annotations that
do not affect the program at runtime.
In this chapter we discuss Optionally Typed systems for dynamic languages and why their designers chose to not have their type annotations
affect the program runtime. We start with a brief overview of Strongtalk in
Section 7.1. In Section 7.2 we discuss more recent Optionally Typed languages
whose type systems are inspired by Gradual Typing’s type-consistency relation but which intentionally do not attempt to perform blame tracking.

7.1

Optional Typing in Strongtalk

The original Optional Typing system is the type system of Strongtalk [72],
a commercial Smalltalk dialect from Longview Technologies. Although
Strongtalk development was halted before it was publicly released (its development team was hired by Sun Microsystems to work in the Java VM), the
papers and presentations about its type systems were some of the earliest to
feature this style of optional type signatures.
In Strongtalk, type annotations are completely erased before the program
executes and therefore have no effect on the semantics of the program. In
principle, fully-annotated Strongtalk programs are guaranteed to never “go
wrong” with a “method missing” error, although there is no formal proof
of that. The behavior of partially-typed programs is defined to be the same
behavior as the unannotated version of the program. This means that as long
as there is a single untyped class or module in the whole program, the type
system cannot offer any hard guarantees for the statically typed sections of
the code.
However, an optional type system can still be useful even when it is not
producing strong guarantees about the behavior of the program. Some of the
advantages of types that we mentioned in Section 1.1, such as documentation
and IDE support, apply even if the type system is not fully sound.
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Optional Typing inspired by Gradual Typing

One style of optionally-typed type system that has become relatively popular
recently are type systems inspired by gradually-typed systems, which have a
dynamic type ⋆ type and an accompanying consistency relation ∼, etc). The
difference is that these optional type systems only check types at compile time
and do not attempt to perform additional type checking or blame tracking
at compile time. This can be done for performance reasons (efficient blame
tracking is still an open problem) or also due to the optional type system being
unsound in the first place (which would make blame tracking pointless).
Examples of optionally-typed systems in the gradual-typing style are
TypeScript [62] (a Javascript dialect), Typed Lua [73] and Dart [74]. In this
section we will focus our discussion on Typescript, which is notable for
its popularity and relative success. Typescrypt is already being used in
production in many Javascript projects, such as the popular Angular frontend framework [75] and some IDEs such as Microsoft’s Visual Studio [76]
already use its types to power auto-completion and other features.

7.2.1

Error checking and Type erasure in Typescript

Similarly to traditional gradually-typed type systems, the Typescript compiler
produces compile-time warnings for static types that do not match. This
can be seen in the program in Fig. 36. Dynamically-typed values can also be
freely passed to statically-typed functions as we demonstrate in the program
in Fig. 37, which compiles successfully with no warnings. However, unlike
in traditional gradually-typed systems, the type declarations in this second
program are ignored at run-time. The resulting error message and stack trace
points to the method call in Line 2 instead of to the function call in Line 6.
Type erasure in Typescript is an intentional design choice. One reason for
this is that Typescript programs must be compiled down to regular Javascript
(the only programming language with universal web-browser support) and
it would be hard to implement efficient checking for higher-order contracts
without support from the language runtime. Additionally, the main goal of
Typescript is to support and enhance existing Javascript development and
according to the developers [62], richer runtime type-checking was not their
highest priority:
The types of a TypeScript program leave no trace in the JavaScript
emitted by the compiler. There are no run-time representations
of types, and hence no run-time type checking. Current dynamic
techniques for “type checking” in JavaScript programs, such as
checking for the presence of certain properties, or the values of
certain strings, may not be perfect, but good enough.

7.2.2

Unsound Types in Typescript

One interesting aspect of Typescript’s type system is that it includes many
unsound features, such as downcasting, covariance of mutable properties,
and string-based indexing of objects. We illustrate this in Fig. 38 with a classic
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Program
1
2
3

function hello(s:string){
alert(s.toUpperCase());
}

4
5

hello(10);
Compile time error message
Line 5: Argument of type ’number’ is not assignable to
parameter of type ’string’
Figure 36 – A compile-time error in Typescript
Program

1
2
3
4
5
6

function hello(s:string){
alert(s.toUpperCase());
}
var n:any = 10;
hello(n);
Runtime error message
Line 2: Uncaught TypeError: s.toUpperCase is not a
function
Figure 37 – A run-time type error in Typescript
array-covariance example. Typescript allows the covariant assignment in Line
9, which makes it possible to indirectly add a Dog to an array of Cats. This
breaks the property access in Line 12, which assumes that objects in the cats
array have the meow property.
The presence of these unsound features is intentional. Since Typescript
types are erased, unsoundness is not as dangerous as in a system that does
type-directed optimizations (where unsoundness can result in undefined
behavior). The worst that can happen in a Typescript program is that it
will fail like a typical Javascript program would. Additionally, the design
of Typescript prioritizes the tooling and documentation aspect of static type
checking, which does not depend on soundness as much. Finally, although
unsound type systems cannot guarantee that well-typed programs don’t go
“wrong”, they can still be useful for early error detection.
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

interface Animal { }
interface Dog { bark: string }
interface Cat { meow: string }
var felix: Cat = {meow:”mrooow”}
var pluto: Dog = {bark:”woof woof”}
var cats : [Cat] = [];
var animals : [Animal] = cats;
animals[0] = pluto;
var s:string = cats[0].meow;
alert(s);
Figure 38 – Unsound array covariance in Typescript
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8 Conclusion
In this section, we compare the various type systems we covered in this text
from the point of view of the programmer and the type system designer. The
programmer is primarily concerned with what aspects of static typing the
type system lets him take advantage of while the type system designer has
to focus on the design trade-offs of programing language and type-system
design.
To recapitulate, the type systems we will be comparing are the Type
Specifiers for Common LISP, Optional and Gradual Typing and two variations
of Soft Typing: traditional Soft Typing and Success Typing. Although in
theory all soft-typing systems operate similarly (by classifying operations as
provably-safe, potentially-unsafe and provably-unsafe) it is worth treating
success typing separately because the different error reporting strategy has a
big effect on how the type system is designed and used.

8.1

Programmer-oriented comparison of type systems

In this section we compare the type systems for dynamic languages using
as criteria the static-typing advantages we listed in Section 1.1. In Fig. 39 we
subjectively rate how each type system fares on each category. We explain
our reasoning in the following paragraphs.
Static Error Checking
Does this type system help detect compile-time errors? Most static type
systems for dynamic language are developed with the primary purpose of
detecting errors at compilation time but Common LISP’s type specifier system
is a notable exception. While some Common LISP implementations, such as

Static Errors
Documentation
Abstraction
Efficiency

LISP
?
++

Optional
+
++
+

Gradual
+
++
++
-

Soft
+

Success
+
+

+

Legend
++ Much better than untyped
+ Better than untyped
Same as untyped
- Worse than untyped
? Depends on the implementation
Figure 39 – Comparison of static-typing benefits
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SBCL, use the annotations to guide compile-time and run-time type checking,
this is not universal and many Common LISP implementations never issue
compile-time warnings for mismatched type annotations.
Documentation
Does the type system help document program interfaces and the contents of
variables? Type systems designed around optional type annotations, such as
Optional Typing and Gradual Typing are ideal for using types as documentation. The exception is the Common LISP type system: since type annotations
can allow unsafe program optimizations, the programmer is discouraged
from using them unless they are really needed.
Type systems designed around type inference are less helpful when it
comes to documentation. In theory, traditional Soft Typing and Success
Typing should score the same in this category, since both work by categorizing
expressions as provably-safe, potentially unsafe and provably safe. However,
traditional Soft Typing encourages having a more complex and expressive
type system, which results in less readable inferred types.
Abstraction
Can the programmer define his own types and type abstractions? Again, type
systems designed around type annotations have an edge in this category. We
give a higher rating to Gradual Typing because not only is it possible to create
new type abstractions but the inserted run-time checks and blame tracking
can be used to enforce that these abstractions are respected. As for Common
LISP, the type specifiers are usually used to speed up operations involving
primitive types (numbers, arrays, etc) and do not encourage programmers to
define their own abstractions.
Efficiency
Do types help compiler optimizations? Common LISP stands out here, because its type-directed optimizations are predictable and can be reliably used
for performance tuning. For the remaining languages, which are not willing
to sacrifice the safety of dynamic typing, the answer depends mostly on the
soundness of the type system.
Optional Typing systems do not have efficiency as a primary concern
and often feature unsound type systems, which are unsuited for program
optimization.
While Gradual Typing does allow for optimization inside statically-typed
sections of the program, in practice the run-time checks inserted between dynamic and static code add significant overhead [77]. Reducing this overhead
and making gradually-typed programs competitive with untyped programs
in terms of performance is still an open research problem.
Soft typing accurately predicts what operations in the program are provably safe and has a long tradition of being used for compiler optimization,
even when the type system is not exposed to the programmer [78].
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Figure 40 – Type system design trade-offs
Finally, Success Typing often infers types that are “too general”, frequently
falling back to the any type. These types are not suitable for optimization
purposes, although the underlying type algorithm might, if it differentiates
between provably-safe and potentially-safe operations.

8.2

Designer-oriented comparison of type systems

Anecdotally, type system design usually needs to balance three different
desirable properties: correctness, expressiveness and simplicity. A correct,
or sound, type system can guarantee that well-typed programs do not “go
wrong” (for some definition of “go wrong”). Expressive type systems can
type a greater variety of programs and finally, simple type systems are easy
to use and learn. Unfortunately, in practice it is very difficult to achieve these
three goals simultaneously and type systems designers must sacrifice one or
more of them.
In this section we again subjectively rate the type systems we covered
in previous chapters but this time we focus on soundness, flexibility and
simplicity, which are language and type system design concerns. A summary
of our rating can be found in Fig. 40.
Common LISP
The Common LISP type system sacrifices soundness for the simplicity and
predictability of being able to know that a type annotation will always result
in operations being optimized to type-specific versions. The type system
assumes that the programmer knows what he is doing with the type declarations and fully trusts them.
As for flexibility, the Common LISP type system was not designed to
statically type whole programs. The type system has a very rich set of primitive types (numbers of various sizes, arrays, etc) but is lacking in flexibilityoriented features, such as parametric polymorphism.
Optional and Gradual Typing
There is a large range of type systems that could falls under the umbrella of
Optional or Gradual typing, ranging from very symple type systems to very
complex ones. Because of this variability, we think it is more prudent to not
grade these type systems in the Simplicity criterion.
When it comes to Soundness vs Flexibility, Optional and Gradual typing
take different sides of the trade-off. Gradual type systems have soundness and
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blame tracking as high priorities but restrict themselves to only supporting
type system features that can be checked at tun-time. Some type system
features that are hard to check at run-time, such as parametric polymorphism,
are often missing from gradual type systems. On the other hand, Optional
type systems often sacrifice soundness to make the type system less restrictive
or to include conflicting features in the type system.
Soft and Success Typing
Soft Type systems are designed to infer types without the need for type
annotation or other forms of human intervention. Because of this, these type
systems must be very flexible. Even the most simple soft type systems found
in papers include advanced type system features, such as recursive types and
subtyping.
The main difference between traditional Soft Typing and Success Typing
is the treatment of potentially-unsafe operations. Traditional Soft Typing
issues warnings for the potentially-unsafe operations while Success Typing
is optimistic sees these operations as potentially-safe. This choice will end up
resulting in a Soundness vs Simplicity trade-off in the type system design.
In traditional type systems, well-typed programs never “go wrong” and
potentially-unsafe programs are considered ill-typed. From this point of
view, traditional Soft Typing would be considered to be a sound type system,
while success typing systems would be seen as unsound.
However, soundness comes at a cost of complexity. In a soft-typing setting,
the only way to get rid of a compiler warning is to rewrite the program to
please the type system. It is not possible to just fall back to dynamic typing,
as would be done in type-systems based around type annotations. Because
of this, issuing warnings about potentially-unsafe operations since programmers are forced to perform “useless” rewrites to get rid of the warning. In
traditional Soft Typing systems, the only way to minimize these false positives
is to make type inference as precise as possible, to avoid classifying an operation as potentially unsafe. This added accuracy comes at a high complexity
cost – traditional soft typing systems are notoriously hard to use [29] and
the programmer needs to learn the nuances of type inference to be able to
understand the error messages. Conversely, Success Typing systems avoid
this problem in the first place, by never complaining about potentially-unsafe
operations. This allows the type system to remain simple and with smaller,
easier to understand inferred types.

8.3

Miscellaneous Opinions and Recommendations

Type system designers often need to balance conflicting desires such as soundness, expressiveness, and simplicity. Because of this, no single approach for
typing dynamic languages is going to be superior to all the others and the
ideal approach is going to depend on what properties of static and dynamic
typing are most desirable to preserve. In this section we highlight some
miscellaneous points that highlight positive aspects of different type systems
that we analyzed.
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Soundness is relative
Type-system soundness is usually defined along the lines of the motto “welltyped programs don’t go wrong”, which means that evaluation of well-typed
programs never gets stuck or runs into undefined behavior. However, maybe
for type systems for dynamic languages there should be more than one
definition of soundness.
• The first definition is the traditional one: well-typed programs do not get
stuck. All the type systems mentioned in this text are sound according
to this definition, except for the type specifiers of Common LISP, which
sacrifice soundness for performance.
• The second kind of soundness is whether type declarations written
by the programmer are respected at runtime, which is the main difference between Gradual Typing and Optional Typing. If annotations
are respected, then they can be used for optimization purposes. On the
other hand, enforcing this level of correctness in an efficient manner is
still an open problem.
Error messages should be actionable
An important factor for the usability of a type system is how easy it is to
understand type-error messages and how easy it is to locate what part of the
program needs to be fixed to make the error go away.
The largest evidence for this are the success-typing systems. The understandability of error messages was one of the factors why flow-based
inference was more successful than unification-based alternatives. However,
the only soft-typing system to really gain traction outside academia was the
success-typing system. A success-typing system produces less error messages but the error messages they produce will almost always correspond to
real bugs.
Explicit types are good for documentation and tool support
The large popularity of optionally typed languages relative to the other approaches discussed in this text suggests that type annotations are very useful,
even if they are not providing many static guarantees. Just being able to document the types of APIs empowering IDEs with autocompletion is apparently
very useful in practice, as can be seen by the popularity of Typescript.
Type inference has a niche in bug-finding
The biggest success case for type inference among the type systems in this
text is how it enabled the Dialyzer tool to search for bugs on codebases with
millions of lines of code, without any need for human intervention.
Except for the soft-typing systems, most of the type systems did not depend on type inferencing. In many of the type systems for dynamic languages,
the parts of the program that have no type annotations are considered to
be dynamically typed instead of making them be statically typed with an
inferred type.
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One possible explanation for this is that in statically-typed languages, type
inference is fundamental for writing real programs, since no programmer
would be bothered to use the programming language if it required extensive
type annotations everywhere. On the other hand, in dynamic languages there
is always the option of using dynamic typing when there are no annotations.
Extracting performance from type systems for dynamic languages is hard
One of the largest challenges for type systems for dynamic languages is being
able to preserve as much of the intrinsic flexibility of the dynamic language
as possible. However, if we ignore the gradually-typed systems, which are
still an open area of research (as discussed in Section 6.4), then type systems
in this text tend to sacrifice either soundness or performance. The Common
Lisp type declarations allow undefined behavior and the Optional Typing
systems give up on performance.
Soft typing does not really count for this trade-off between safety and
performance. Soft typing is limited to types that can be automatically inferred and compilers for dynamic languages can already use type inference
internally, without exposing it to the programmer, as it is done with Soft
Typing.

Summing up
Combining the advantages of statically-typed and dynamically-typed programming is a worthy goal. However, it is not possible to simultaneously
combine all the advantages of the two approaches in a single language. At a
fundamental level there will always exist a trade-off between the expressiveness of the type system and its simplicity.
As we discussed in Section 1.1, there are multiple different reasons why
static typing is appealing and different applications will prioritize them differently. We believe that if language designers and users are aware of which
properties of static typing they prioritize more highly, then they will be able
to make more informed choices.
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